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ABSTRACT 
Most analyses of structural equation models (SEMs) have been carried out under 
the framework with the assumption that the individual observations are independent, 
however, in real applications, the data are often collected from units that are nested 
within a large number of different groups, which creates data hierarchies. It is believed 
that individuals within a group share certain common influential factors, as a result, it 
violates the independence assumption of observations. Moreover, motivated by the fact 
that discrete variables, that including binomial, count, ordered and unordered categorical, 
are frequently encountered in practical researches. Therefore, the analysis of hierarchical 
data and discrete variables is highly non-trivial, and has received a great deal of attention 
in statistics. A Bayesian approach which coupled with powerful Markov chain Monte Carlo 
( M C M C ) techniques such as the Gibbs sampler and the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm is 
developed for parameter estimation and model selection of two-level nonlinear structural 
equation mo'dels that accommodate fixed covariates, and mixed continuous and discrete 
variables is considered in this thesis. The empirical performance of the proposed models 
and methods are demonstrated by a lot of simulation studies. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In the social, behavioral and medical sciences, researchers are often interested in studying 
theoretical constructs that cannot be observed directly; in general, such constructs are 
called latent variables. Examples of latent variables in education are student creativity 
and teacher expectancy; in psychology, self-discrepancy and depression; in medical, quality 
of life of stroke patient and b lood pressure. Since latent variables are not directly observed, 
researchers must operationally measure the latent variables of interest in terms of some 
observed variables that are named as manifest, or indicator variables. 
Historically, the method for studying the relationships between latent variables and the 
related observed variables was originated by psychometricians (Spearman, 1904; Guttman, 
1944; Thurstone； 1945). It was primarily used to study hypothetical constructs, and led to 
the development of factor analysis, which is the most well-known statistical procedure for 
investigating relationships between a set of observed variables and its underlying construct. 
In this approach to data analyses, researchers study the variances or covariances among 




There are two basic types of factor analyses: exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and 
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) . In EFA, researchers do not know the underlying la-
tent structure. Thus, the focus of investigation is directed toward uncovering the minimal 
number of factors that underlie the observed variables. It can be regarded as an initial 
stage of the development of structural equation models (SEMs). In CFA, on the other 
hand, researchers have already obtained some knowledge of the underlying latent structure 
among the observed and latent variables, that based on substantive theory and / o r empir-
ical research. It can be used to confirm the results that are obtained from exploratory 
analysis of the model as well as to formulate a more precise model. 
After further developments in theories and applications for many years, the factor 
analysis model was generalized to structural equation models (SEMs) by incorporating a 
linear structural equation to assess the effects of independent (exogenous) latent variables 
to dependent (endogenous) latent variables (Joreskog, 1978; Bentler, 1983; Bollen and 
Bollen, 1989; Lee, 2007). 
Owing to some efficient computing software packages, SEMs have been widely applied 
not only in behavioral, psychology, and social sciences, but also in biological, environmen-
tal, and medical sciences (see for example, Bentler and Stein, 1992; Pugesek et a l , 2003; 
Sanchez et al., 2005; Song et a l , 2007a; Pan et a l , 2008, among others). One of the most 
commonly used models in practice is the LISREL model (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1996). 
It is composed of two components: one is the structural equation and the other is the 
measurement equation. The measurement equation is defined as follows: 
y = Ay77 + Cy ( 1 .1 ) 
X = A x ^ + ex, (1.2) 
where y ( m i x . l ) and x ( m 2 x 1) are vectors of observed variables, A y ( m i x r i ) and 
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A x ( m 2 X r2) are factor loading matrices, 77(7*1 x 1) is a vector of endogenous latent vari-
ables, 阶 2 X 1) is a vector of exogenous latent variables, and ey(mi x 1) and ex(m2 x 1) 
are random vectors of error measurements with joint distribution iV[0，中(]’ where is a 
diagonal matrix. It is assumed that the latent variables 77 and ^ are independent of Cy and 
Ex. T he relationships between rj and ^ are defined via the following structural equation: 
77 = n77 + r ^ + (5, (1.3) 
where n ( r i x n ) and T { r i x r2) are matrices of regression coefficients on 77 a n d � � r e s p e c -
tively. It is assumed that ^ and 5 are independently distributed as 7V[0,中]and Ar[0,中<$]， 
where ^ s is a diagonal matrix. 
Recently, generalizations of standard SEM have been developed to establish more sub-
tle models that accurately account of reality. Owing to the strong demand for methods to 
assess the nonlinear effects such as interaction and quadratic effects that are often encoun-
tered in various applied researches, it is desirable to develop efficient statistical methods to 
allow nonlinear effects of independent latent variables on dependent latent variables. M o d -
els with a nonlinear structural equation are generally called nonlinear structural equation 
models (NSEMs) (Schumacker and Marcoulides, 1998). Product indicator methods that 
used in the LISREL (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1996) have been proposed to analyze models 
with interaction terms of latent variables by creating artificial nonlinear manifest variables 
(see, for example, Kenny and Judd, 1984; Jaccard and Wan, 1995; Ping Jr, 1996, among 
others). However, this approach is not based on rigorous statistical theory. Therefore, a 
more statistically sound method, the Bayesian approach coupled with powerful Markov 
chain Monte Carlo ( M C M C ) techniques such as the Gibbs sampler (Geman and Geman, 
1984) and the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm (Metropolis et al.’ 1953; Hastings, 
1970), has been applied to analyze NSEMs. In general, this approach is flexible to use 
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genuine prior information in addition to the information that is available in the observed 
data for producing better results, which provides useful statistics such as the mean and 
percentiles of the posterior distribution. 
Due to the design of questionnaires and the nature of variables, it is very common 
that the data are not only continuous, but also discrete, that including ordered categor-
ical, binomial, count and unordered categorical. For example, in customer satisfaction 
questionnaires, the respondents are asked to rate on scales like 'very unsatisfactory' , 'un-
satisfactory', ‘no opinion' , 'satisfactory', and 'very satisfactory'; or in the study of the 
effectiveness of two treatments in curing an infection; or in the study of the impact of 
number of cigarettes that patients currently smoked per day on the lung cancer; or in the 
study of kidney disease severity, the given genotype variables are unordered with codes 
{AA, Aa, aa}. It can be seen that the analysis of these discrete data in SEMs is non-
trivial and has received much attention in the literature, (see, for example, Shi and Lee, 
2000; Song and Lee, 2004, 2007; Song et a l , 2007a, among others). There is an urgent 
need to develop methods for coping with these complex data structures. 
Most analyses of structural equation models have been carried out under the frame-
work with the assumption that individual observations are independent, and data are 
obtained from a simple random sample in a distinct population (McArdle and McDonald , 
1984). However, in real applications, data are often collected from units that are nested 
within a large number of different groups. As it, is believed that individuals within a 
group share certain common influential factors and hence observations show correlated 
property. Therefore, ignoring the hierarchical structure of data would lead to misleading 
and erroneous results due to the violation of independence assumption of observations. 
To the best of our knowledge, very limited work has been developed for analyzing two-
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level NSEMs with mixed continuous and various kinds of discrete data. Hence, there is 
an urgent need to develop statistical theory and computational algorithm to deal with the 
problems that induced by hierarchical data and discrete variables simultaneously. In this 
thesis, a novel two-level nonlinear structural equation model with mixed continuous and 
various kinds of discrete data is proposed and analyzed by means of a Bayesian approach 
which coupled with powerful Markov chain Monte Carlo ( M C M C ) techniques such as the 
Gibbs sampler and the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm. 
One of efficient tools in statistical computing, W i n B U G S , is introduced to analyze 
the proposed models, which is able to produce reliable Bayesian statistics including the 
Bayesian estimates and their standard error estimates (Congdon, 2003) for complex sta-
tistical models using Markov chain Monte Carlo methods. It also provides the Deviance 
Information Criterion (DIG) (Spiegelhalter et a l , 2003) for model selection among different 
competing models. 
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, Bayesian analysis of latent variable 
models with outcomes from exponential family will be discussed. As follows, different types 
of models are proposed according to different natures of the observed data. In Chapter 3， 
a two-level NSEM that accommodates fixed covariates, and mixed continuous and ordered 
categorical data is proposed. In Chapter 4’ count and binomial data are incorporated in 
the proposed model. Finally, unordered categorical data is taken into account in Chapter 
5. Bayesian methods and some simulation studies in analyzing the above proposed models 
are presented throughout these chapters. Conclusion and discussion will be presented in 
Chapter 6. Some technical details are given in the Appendices . 
Chapter 2 
Two-level NSEM with outcomes 
from Exponential Family 
Motivated by the fact that a lot of survey data, such as medical data, always contain 
variables which are measured on a binary scale, or a categorical scale (ordered or un-
ordered), or a continuous scale or a combinations of the above, it is deterministic that 
tho scalo of each variable must be taken into account whon fitting these data into SEMs. 
In general, we assume that the conditional distribution of observed data ( y ) given latent 
variables (a;) follows normal distribution, however, for theoretical interest and practical 
values, it is assumed that the component in which each of the p random response variables 
(y i , • • • , yp), has a distribution from the exponential family rather than from a simple 
normal distribution. Under this assumption, response variables with a lot of distributions 
such as Bernoulli, Poisson, Multinomial, Normal and G a m m a can be accommodated . 
This chapter is organized as follows: first, a comprehensive framework for analyzing a 
two-level N S E M with fixed covariates is described in Section 2.1. Then, the generalization 
of the conditional distribution from Normal to Exponential family distributions will be 
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discussed in Section 2.2. The Bayesian method for analyzing the proposed model is pre-
sented in Section 2.3. Results of a simulation study on the Bayesian estimates and model 
selection are reported in Section 2.4. Some technical details are given in Appendix A. 
2.1 Basic Model Description 
Suppose that we have a set of individual observations Ugi, for i = 1 , . . . , Ng,g = 1 , . . . ’ G. 
For each fixed g, Ugi are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) observations 
from the same group, while for all i and g, Ugi are not independent. Consider that there 
are G groups, and within each group, there are Ng randomly sampled individuals. The 
sample sizes N,j are arbitrary positive integers and vary across groups, so that the data 
set is unbalanced. 
In the analysis of a two-level NSEM, any given individual observation Ugi is usually 
decomposed into the sum of two uncorrelated parts and have the following structure: 
^gi = ^n + Vffi' ^ = i = ,Ng, (2.1) 
where v^ = { v g i , , . . ’％?, is a p x 1 latent random vector that varies only at the group 
level, while Vgi = ( % a , •,. ’ 了 is a p x 1 latent random vector that varies only at the 
individual level. Basically, Vgi can be further decomposed to the following structure: 
Vgi = Algblgi + AlgUJ^gi + ^gi, (2.2) 
where A i^ is a p x mi matrix of unknown coefficients, bi^j is a mi x 1 vector of fixed 
covariates, Ai^ is a p x matrix of factor loadings, u^igi is a gi x 1 random vector of 
latent variables, and eigi is a p x 1 random vector of error measurements with distribution 
iV[0’ 中ly]. It is assumed that 中 i " is diagonal and ojigi is independent of eigi. For the 
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group level, we assume that the group mean Vg has the following measurement equation: 
\y = A2h2g + A2UJ2g + e2g, = 1’ • • • ’ G， (2.3) 
where A2 is a p x m2 matrix of unknown coefficients, h2g is a 7712 x 1 vector of fixed 
covariates, A2 is a p x (j2 matrix of factor loadings, u)2g is a 92 x 1 random vector of latent 
variables, and 62^ is a p x 1 random vector of group error measurements with distribution 
N[0, ^'2]. Similarly, it is assumed that 中2 is diagonal and uj2g is independent of e<2g. 
To assess the causal relationships among the latent variables, we consider the parti-
tions of uJigi and uj2g into subvectors {r/i^j (gn x 1 ) ， � ‘ (gi2 x 1)} and (772^ (921 x 1), 
艮2g (922 X 1)} that contain endogenuous and exogenuous latent variables in both level 
models respectively, where q^i + qj2 = gj, for j = 1,2. The nonlinear structural equations 
are incorporated in both level models to assess the interrelationships among the latent 
variables and together with some fixed covariates are defined as follows: 
Vigi = AtyCigi + Higfj^g, + F igF i (^i^i) + and (2.4) 
rj2g = A^C25 + n2V2g + + 如 5 ’ ( 2 . 5 ) 
in which cigi (ms x 1) and C2g (爪4 x 1) are vectors of fixed covariates; = 
(fn(^iffi)^... ’ fia(^igi)y^ and = …， f 2 b { ^ 2 g ) V are vector-valued func-
tions with nonzero differentiable known functions /ifc and f2k respectively, and usually 
a > qu and b > 2^2； and A � ( < 7 1 1 x m), A^ (^21 x 爪4)’ ^ig {qu x <?ii), ！！之(们i x ^21), 
Tig {qn X a), and [ 2 (921 x b) are unknown parameter matrices. In the individual-level 
structural equation (2.4), we always assume that � ^ and (Ji^j are independent and re-
spectively distributed as yV[0,$ig] and where ^ i g s is diagonal; Similarly, in 
the group-level structural equation (2.5), and 829 are assumed to be independent and 
respectively distributed as N[0, $2 ] and N[0, where 中25 is diagonal. Moreover, it 
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is assumed that the latent vectors rjig.^  and � ^ are independent with the latent vectors 
rf2(j and 〜，which means that there is no cross-level effect, in other words, this two-level 
NSEM does not accomodate the effects of the latent vectors in the group-level on the latent 
vectors in the individual-level. For convenience, we assume that Ii - IIi^ and I2 - 1 1 2 are 
nonsingular and their determinants are respectively independent of the elements in 11 
and 112. The covariates in {b i j ; i ,b2g} and {cigi ,c2g} can come from arbitrary continuous 
or discrete distributions. Furthermore, the functions j\k in Fi (^i^j ) and }'2k in ¥2(^29) 
can be any differential functions, and they are general enough to deal with various non-
linear relationships among latent variables, such as the interaction and quadratic effects 
of exogenous latent variables, 
2.2 Generalization from Normal Distribution to Exponen-
tial Family Distributions 
Let Ugi = {U(p,i, • • • , Ugip)'r, and the conditional distribution of Uyik given Vy and ojigi 
is assumed to be independent for k = 1 , . . . and belongs to the exponential family 
distributions (EFDs) with a canonical parameter dgik (Sammel et al., 1997): 
/ I � f[Ugik''^gik-b{l9gik)] , ^ a / o e � 
二exp<j^ — + (h(Ugik,机gk)j ’ （2.6) 
EiUgik\Vg,U;igi) = iKl^gik), and Var{Ugik\Vg,UJlgt) = IplgkH^gik), 
where b{dgik) and dk{ugik,ipigk) are specific differentiable functions with different forms 
• “ 
depending on the distributions of the response variables, b{i9gik) and b{'dgik) are the first 
derivative and the second derivative of b with respect to respectively; dgik = Qkil^gik) 
with a link function 供，and ijjigk is a scale parameter. As a result, the measurement 
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equation at the individual-level can be formulated by: 
^gik = Vgk + Vgik, 5^=1，.--’G’ i = 1、"，�Ng, fc = 1, • • • (2.7) 
where Vgk and Vgik are given in Section 2.1. Equation (2.7) can be viewed as the individual-
level measurement equation, which takes the same role as Equation (2.1) to identify the 
latent variables uj\gi and 0^25 via the corresponding manifest variables in Ugi. Except Equa-
tion (2.7), the individual-level structural equation, group-level measurement and structural 
equations remain the same as (2.3)- (2.5) given in Section 2.1 after generalizing the distri-
bution of response variables from normal to exponential family. 
2.3 Bayesian Analysis of the Model 
2.3.1 Posterior Analysis and Gibbs Sampler 
Let Ug = {ugi , •. • , UgNg), and U = ( U i , . • . ， U ^ ) be a set of the observed continuous and 
discrete variables. Let V = (vi, •. • , v g ) , flig = {ujigi , . . . , wi^/vg), f l i = ( f i n , •.. , f l i c ) 
and Q,2 = {^21 , ' •. ,tc>2G) be the matrices of latent variables at the individual and group 
levels, and 6 be the structural parameter vector that contains all the unknown parameters 
in A i g , Aig, A\g, ^ig, Uig, Tig,屯ig, "^igs, A 2 ,八 2 ’ A ^ ,屯 2 ’ H s , [ 2 ’ $ 2 and 屯25. 
In the posterior analysis, the observed data U will be augmented with the hypotheti -
cally missing data matrices of latent quantities { V , f l i , 0 2 } - A sequence of random obser-
vations will be generated from the joint posterior distribution p{9, V ’ r i i ,J72|U). However, 
it is rather complicated to sample observations f rom this joint posterior distribution as it 
has no close form, so the Gibbs sampler coupled with the M H algorithm will be used to 
solve this complexity. Sepcifically, V， f l i , and 6 are iteratively generated from their 
corresponding full conditional distributions. 
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We use the following steps to implement the Gibbs sampler: 
[Step 0] Choose an arbitrary starting points [0(o)’ r 2 ( i � ) ’ n ^ V ( o ) ] and set t = 0. 
[Step 1] Generate [6>“+i)’ ^2(/+1)’ fi，”, V ( � ) ] a s follows: 
(i) Generate from p(ni|6>(')’ V � ’ n ^ U ) ’ 
(ii) Generate l 4 ' . + ” from � ’ V ( ' ) ’ n ( / + ” ’ U ) ’ 
(iii) Generate from p(6>|V⑴，n(/+i)’ n ，”’ U ) , 
(iv) Generate V( (+ i ) from p(V|0(计D, fi(/+i)，U), • 
[Step 2]Sett = t + l and go to step 1. 
As shown above, each value generated will be updated conditional on the most re-
cent updates of all other components. In general, the cycle requires the generation of a 
sufficiently large number of iterations, say j tends to infinity, then the joint distribution 
of ( 0 � ’ n ( / ) , r 4 ) ) ’ V � ) w i l l converge to a stationary distribution which is the desired 
posterior distribution [0, fii, ^2 , V ] . 
2.3.2 Prior Distributions 
In Bayesian approach, prior distributions of the parameters are taken into account for 
more accurate estimation. Here, conjugate type prior distributions will be used. For the 
parameters in individual-level models, let Oig be the vector of unknown parameters in 
A iy , Aig and ^ig that are associated with Equation (2.2); 0切^ be the vector of unknown 
parameters in A*^, D i g , F ig ,中 i g and ^ i g s that are associated with Equation (2.4). While 
for the parameters in group-level models, let 62 be the vector of unknown parameters in 
A2, A2 and 屯2 that are associated with Equation (2.3); and 62^ be the vector of unknown 
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parameters in A j , Ilg, r? ’ $2 and 中25 that are associated with Equation (2.5). It is 
natural to assume the prior distributions such that p{0) = 
First, the conjugate prior distributions of the parameters in individual-level measure-
ment equation is given as follows: 
V{^\gk) = •/V[Aoij^fc’Hoigfcl, 
Pi'^igk) = Gamma[aoi5fc, Poigk]. P iMgk) = A^[Aoifffc’ Hoigk], A; = 1’ •.. ’ p’ (2.8) 
where Aj^^ is kth row of A ig , Vi^fc is the kth. diagonal element of 中 ly, and AJ^,^ is the kth 
row of Aig； Aoigk, aoigk, Poigk, Aoigfc and the positive definite matrices Hoig^ and Hoigjt 
are hyperparamters whose values are assumed to be given. For the prior distributions of 
^igSk, and in 0 咖 are given as follows: 
P(中 r / ) = % i 2 [ R o i 5 ’ A n s ] , 
pi-^ulsk) = Gamma[aoi55/c’A)ig<Jfc]’ PWgkli^igSk) = A [^ASisfc，"《/»i3<5fcHSi3fcj’ （2.9) 
where k = 1,…，(?ii’ A\g = I I i " ， w h i c h in turns that A*^^ is kth row of A^^ 
and 'ijjigsk is the kth diagonal element of 中 1如；aoiys/c, PoigSk, ASi^fc’ Poig , and the positive 
definite matrices and Roi^ are hyperparameters whose values are assumed to be 
given. Moreover, for k ^ h, (Aigk,机 gk) and (Aigh’"hgh�., i^igk^'^igSk) and {A\gf^,il)igSh) 
are assumed to be independent. 
Similarly, the-conjugate prior distributions of the parameters in group-level measure-
ment equation is given as follows: 
= Gamma[c^02fc’ A)2A；]’ p{Mk) = N[Ao2fc, Ho2fc], k = 1,…，p, (2.10) 
where A2A； and A^^ are the kth row of A2 and A2 respectively; Ao2fc’ ao2it, A)2fc，Ao2fc 
and the positive definite matrices H02A； and H02A； are hyperparameters whose values are 
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assumed to be given. Finally, the prior distributions of tl>2Sk, A ^ and $2 in 02u> are given 
as follows: 
= G'dmm-d[aQ26k,p02Sk], P(AklV»2<5fc) = N[A*Q2k,ll^26k}io2ki (2.11) 
where k = 1, • • •，<721, A^ =(八^112，[2)7’’ which in turns that A ^ is kth row of 
and is the kth diagonal element of 中 cvo2d - f c , Po2Sk, A52fc, P02, and the positive 
definite matrices H^知 and R02 are hyperparameters whose values are assumed to be 
given. With the specified prior distributions given above, the conditional distributions of 
the components in [0|V, fii, $72, U] as well as other conditional distributions required in 
the Gibbs sampler are derived in Appendix A . l . We find that the conditional distributions 
corresponding to the components in Hi and are non-standard, and simulating 
observations from them is difficult. Hence, the M H algorithm will be used to solve this 
difficulty. Some details on the implementation of the MH algorithm are presented in 
Appendix A.2. 
2.3.3 Bayesian Estimation 
Once the stationary distribution has been achieved, { 0 � ’ r ^ ' ) } will be collected after 
a sufficiently large iterations, where t = 1, ••‘ The Bayesian estimate of 6 and latent 
variables u}2g and uJigi at both levels can be obtained by the corresponding sample means 
of the generated observations as follows: 
吞=⑴，=^E�’�=7i>s’ (2.12) 
t=l t=l t=l 
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where 0J2J and u / i � a r e from $ " 4 � a n d fif") respectively. Besides, a consistent estimate of 
Far (0|U) can be obtained from the sample covariance matrix and shown as follows: 
一 1 T 
\^r{9\V) = — X > ( � - 幻 ( 权 ⑷ - 时 , (2.13) 
t=\ 
2.3.4 Bayesian Model Selection 
Apart from Bayesian estimation, it is critically important to pay attention to model selec-
tion. With respect to model fit, researchers are always interested in comparing different 
competing models, such as a SEM with an interaction term of exogenous latent variables 
versus the one without the interaction term, a single-level SEM versus a two-level SEM, 
and so on. However, it must be recognized that there is no true model (Browne and 
Cudeck, 1993; Cudeck and Henly, 1991) as well as there may be other models that fit the 
data with approximate the same degree. As a result, the main purpose of model selection 
is to identify a parsimonious, substantively meaningful model that fits observed data ad-
equately well. In this thesis, we use the Deviance Information Criterion (DIG) for model 
selection which can be obtained from WinBUGS (Spiegelhlter, Best and Lunn, 2003). In 
particular, this criterion works as a measure of fit as well as a measure of complexity. We 
define 
2 J 
DICk = — 7 E logP(Y|0if) ’ Mk) + 2 4 ’ （2.14) 
3=1 
where Mfc is the competing model, Ok is a vector of unknown parameters with dimension 
dk, and ： j = 1, • • • , J } are a random sample of observations that simulated from 
the posterior distribution. In model selection, the model with the smallest DIG is selected 
because it can be regarded as the model that would best predict the replicate dataset 
which has the same structure as the currently observed one. 
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2.4 A Simulation Study 
The objective of this simulation study is to examine the empirical performances of the 
Bayesian approach and the related algorithm, and the sensitivity of the Bayesian parameter 
estimation and model selection to different prior inputs of the hyperparameters in the 
conjugate prior distributions. With respect to model settings, random observations Ugi = 
(ugii, •. • ， , for i = 1, • • • 1 Ng�g = 1, • • • , G are simulated from G = 230 groups 
according to a two-level NSEM defined in (2.1)-(2.7) with nino manifest variables (p = 9) 
and three latent variables {qi = q2 = 3), and with the following unbalanced design: Ng = 8 
for 分 = 1 ’ . . . , 150, and Ng = 10 for g = 151,-•• , 230. The total sample size is 2000. The 
first six manifest variables are continuous. For k = 7 ,8 ,9 , the manifest variables are 
binomial and follow the distribution B{5,pgik), that is Ugik oc exp[ug^k^g^k 一 51og(l + 
e � . ' ” ] w i t h bi^gik) = log ( l + e � ” ’ = l o g [ y ^ ] ’ and 如gk = 1.0 is treated as a 
fixed parameter. The true values of parameters that correspond to the individual-level 
measurement equation are given as follows: 
For ^ = 1, • • • ’ 150, 
/ \ 
1.0* 1.2 1.2 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 
Ajy = 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 1.0* 1.2 1.2 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* , (2.15) 
� 0 . 0 * 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 1.0* 1.2 1.2 ^ 
and for g = 151，...，230, 
丨 1.0* 0.6 0.6 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0*、 
Alp = 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 1.0* 0.6 0.6 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* , (2.16) 
、0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 1.0* 0.6 0.6 ^ 
where the values with asterisk are fixed for identification purpose, and the non-overlapping 
structure is built for clear interpretation. The true values of the coefficients of fixed 
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covariates are ai^ = O.5J9 for all groups, where J9 is a 9 x 1 vector with elements 1.0, and 
机 gl = = 1plg6 = 0.36. 
The inter-relationships among three latent variables {7?igi，““’(^igi2} can be modeled 
by the individual-level structural equation: 
Vlgi = O'lgClgi + llgl^lgil + Ilg2^l9i2 + Ilg3(lgil^lgi2 + (^ Igt, (2.17) 
where for 分二 1, •. •，150, the true values of the parameters are 71^1 = 0.6’ 71^2 = - 0 . 6 , 
7153 = 0.6, ipisg = 0.36，015,11 = 015,22 = 1.0 and 0ip,2i = 0.5; while for g = 151’ . •. ’ 230’ 
7igi = 0.5，7ig2 = - 0 . 5 , j ig3 - 0.5, ^isg = 0.36’ (fng’u = </>ig,22 = 1.0 and = 0.5. 
The coefficient of fixed covariates a^g is 0.5 for all groups. 
For the group-level measurement equation, the true values of the parameters are a2 = 
O.5J9 and 屯2 = 0.3619, where I9 is a 9-dimensional identity matrix. The structure of A2 
is the same as Aig spcxafied above with the true value of the froe loading parameters is 
0 .6. 
Similarly, there are three latent variables {r}2g, 651.^252}, and the group-level structural 
equation is defined as follows: 
mg = (^ 2^ 29 + 721651 + 7226^2 + h g � (2.18) 
where the true values of the parameters are a^ = 0.5, 721 = 0.4’ 722 = —0.4’ 如石=0.36’ 
02,11 = (^ 2,22 = 1.0 and 02,21 = 0.3. Moreover, the fixed covariates hgi , 62^, c i g � a n d C2g 
in both levels of the measurement and structural equations are sampled from standard 
normal distributions. There are a total of 89 unknown parameters. 
To study the sensitivity of prior inputs of the hyperparameters in the Bayesian estima-
tion and model selection, three different prior inputs in the conjugate prior distributions 
are considered as follows: 
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T y p e I; The hyperparameter values of Aoi^fc, A ^沒 ;A o i g f c , Aoi^fc, Ao2fc, 
and AQ2fe are taken to be their corresponding true values; Hoig^, Hoi^fc, Hq^^^, Ho2fc, 'iio2k 
and Ho2/, are the identity matrices of appropriate orders, aoigk = ctoigSk = oco2k = oco26k = 
10, pQigk = pQigdk = Po2k = pQ25k = 3, pQig = po2 = 6 , a n d R o i g = Ro2^ = I2. 
T y p e II: Aoigfc, AJi^^, Ao2fc and A^^k are equal to 1.2 times the true values; Aoigfc for 
^ = 1 to 150 are equal to half of the true values, while Aqi^^ for g = 150 to 230 are taken 
to be their true values; T h e means of prior normal distributions for A^^ f^^  and A^知 are 
all 0.5 ； Poigk = PQ2k = 4, and poig = po2 = 5, while the other hyperparameter values are 
the same as those given in T y p e I. 
T y p e III: T h e means of prior normal distributions are all zero, and the covariance 
matrices are 10 times the identity matrices of appropriate orders, aoigk = aoigSk = ao2fc = 
ao25k = 9, pQigk = PoigSk = p02k = Pmk = 4 , poig = Po2 = 8, a n d R q / ^ = Ro2^ = 412. 
In order to assess the convergence of the Gibbs sampler in the analysis of the model , 
plots of several simulated sequences of the individual parameters obtained from W i n B U G S 
are displayed in Figure 2.1. Due to space limitation, only the sequences of the individual 
parameters simulated from the model with T y p e II prior inputs are displayed here. W e 
observe that the sequences mixed well in less than 5,000 iterations. Moreover, the Gelman-
Rubin statistic (Brooks and Gelman, 1998) of the corresponding parameter sequences 
obtained by using different, starting values are displayed in Figure 2.2, it gives a d e a r 
picture that the statistic is approximately to 1 after 10,000 iterations. T h e basic idea 
of this statistic is given in the Append ix A.3. T o be conservative, we took T = 6 ,000 
iterations after 15，000 burn-ins to produce the Bayesian estimates in each replication. T h e 
bias of the Bayesian estimates (Bias) , and the root mean squares ( R M S ) between the true 
values and the corresponding parameter estimates obtained f rom 100 replications under 
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Priors I, II’ and III are presented in Tables 2.1-2.2, 2.3-2.4 and 2.5-2.6, correspondingly. 
W i t h respect to sensitivity of the Bayesian estimation to different prior inputs, we observe 
that most of the Bias and R M S values of the parameters shown in the tables are reasonably 
small, say less than 0.01 and 0.1 respectively, which indicating that the proposed model 
and Bayesian method per form satisfactorily under the given prior inputs. 
W i t h respect to sensitivity of the Bayesian model selection to different prior inputs, 
we demonstrate the per formance of DIG as follows. W e call the above true mode l as Ma, 
and compare it with the following two models : .. 
Mb', a two-level N S E M with the same model setting as Ma, but without interaction term 
X � 2 ) of latent variables in the individual-level structural equation (2.4). 
Mc: A single-level N S E M with the same measurement and strucutral equations as those 
given in the individual-level equations of Ma . 
On the basis of 100 replications, we find that the DIG values correct ly select the true 
mode l by 100’ 99，and 100 times respectively under Priors I，II’ and III. T h e details of the 
D i e values are reported in Table 2.7. W e observe that the means and standard deviations 
of the D i e values corresponding to each prior have the same pattern a m o n g each other. 
Just say for example, under Prior II’ the D I G values of M ^ , Mb, and Mq are equal to 
DICU = 42346, D I C s = 42622’ and D I C c = 52422, respectively. A s DICU is much less 
than DICf i and D I C c , therefore, the true model Ma is selected. T h e situation is the 
same as Priors I and III. As a conclude, the different prior inputs have minor effects on 
estimation and mode l selection, the Bayesian estimates obtained are reasonably accurate 
under different prior inputs, and the DIG values consistently select the same model under 
different prior inputs. Based on these conclusions, only one set of hyperparameter values 
( T y p e II) will be considered in the simulation studies throughout the fol lowing chapters. 
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Table 2.5: Bayesian estimates of structural equation model with mixed continuous and 
binomial variables with Type III prior inputs based on 100 replications with respect to 
Individual-level parameters. 
Individual-level 1, g = l , . . . , 1 5 0 Individual-level 2’ g=151 , . . . , 230 
Par Bias RMS Par Bias RMS 
aigi = 0.5 -0.0040 0.0214 aigi = 0.5 0.0035 0.0198 
a 1,2 = 0.5 0.0012 0.0223 01,2 = 0.5 0.0023 0.0195 
aig3 = 0.5 -0.0039 0.0193 aigs = 0.5 -0.0018 0.0209 
aig4 = 0.5 -0.0031 0.0218 aig^ = 0.5 0.0011 .. 0.0212 
ai«5 = 0.5 -0.0020 0.0196 a 1,5 = 0.5 0.0015 0.0203 
aige = 0.5 -0.0041 0.0208 aigg = 0.5 -0.0028 0.0199 
(ligT = 0.5 0.0015 0.0211 aig7 = 0.5 0.0018 0.0197 
aigs = 0.5 -0.0025 0,0197 aigs = 0.5 0.0029 0.0213 
aig9 = 0.5 -0.0017 0.0209 aigg = 0.5 -0.0011 0.0198 
big = 0.5 0.0001 0.0278 big = 0.5 0.0051 0.0359 
Aig,2i = 1.2 0.0050 0.0219 Mg,2i = 0.6 -0.0017 0.0273 
Ale,,31 = 1.2 0.0042 0.0236 Aig.ai = 0.6 0.0044 0.0273 
Aig,52 = 1.2 0.0041 0.0336 = 0.6 0.0061 0.0332 
Ai3,62 = 1.2 0.0027 0.0283 Aig,62 = 0.6 0.0046 0.0315 
Aig,83 = 1-2 0.0117 0.0731 Aig,83 = 0.6 0.0108 0.0625 
Ai9,93 = 1.2 0.0188 0.0726 Aig.ga = 0.6 0.0109 0.0719 
71 = 0.6 0.0014 0.0406 7isi = 0.5 0.0128 0.0558 
71,2 = -0.6 -0.0089 0.0456 7192 = -0.5 -0.0221 0.0727 
71 g3 = 0.6 0.0169 0.0464 71.93 = 0.5 0.0180 0.0629 
ipigi = 0.36 . -0.0021 0.0234 Visi = 0.36 0.0005 0.0243 
Vig2 = 0 .36 0 .0009 0.0208 V'1.92 = 0.36 -0.0001 0.0308 
•01 g3 = 0.36 0.0028 0.0214 Vig3 = 0.36 0.0005 0.0231 
= 0.36 -0.0010 0.0222 = 0.36 -0.0035 0.0240 
1/；1<,5 = 0.36 0.0019 0.0232 Vig5 = 0.36 0.0001 0.0347 
^lyd = 0.36 -0.0011 0.0240 = 0.36 -0.0050 0.0206 
iPsig = 0.36 -0,0095 0.0309 tpug = 0.36 -0.0188 0.0516 
(pig^u = 1.0 -0.0043 0.0548 <t>ig,ii = 1.0 -0.0032 0.0781 
<^ 19,12 = 0.5 -0.0051 0.0415 (pig,12 = 0.5 -0.0052 0.0626 
clng’‘r2 = 1.0 -0.0227 0.0943 0ig,22 = 1.0 -0.0122 0.1333 
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Table 2.2: Bayesian estimates of structural equation model with mixed continuous and 
binomial variables with Type I prior inputs based on 100 replications with respect to 
Group-level parameters. 
Group-level Group-level 
Par Bias RMS Par Bias RMS 
021 = 0.5 -0.0067 0.0275 721 = 0.4 0.0149 0.0766 
022 = 0.5 0.0063 0.0267 722 = -0.4 -0.0173 0.0878 
a23 = 0.5 -0.0055 0.0263 1P21 = 0.36 -0.0051 0.0531 
a24 = 0.5 -0.0047 0.0279 i/>22 = 0.36 -0.0015 . 0.0423 
025 = 0.5 0.0046 0.0286 V23 = 0.36 -0.0104 0.0437 
(126 = 0.5 -0.0052 0.0264 V24 = 0.36 0.0138 0.0599 
(127 = 0.5 -0.0045 0.0273 V'25 = 0.36 -0.0084 0.0457 
a28 = 0,5 0.0057 0.0280 xha = 0.36 -0.0105 0.0416 
029 = 0.5 0.0056 0.0281 1/^ 27 = 0.36 0.0116 0.0538 
62 = 0.5 -0.0105 0.0536 xp2s = 0.36 -0.0081 0.0466 
A2,21 = 0.6 0.0140 0.0684 r/>29 = 0.36 -0.0050 0.0507 
A2,31 = 0.6 -0.0054 0.0624 如 2 = 0.36 -0.0292 0.0624 
A2,52 = 0.6 0.0156 0.0612 如 , „ = 1.0 -0.087 0.1518 
A2,62 = 0.6 0.0230 0.0717 (h’i2 = 1.0 -0.0311 0.0899 
入2,83 = 0.6 0.0168 0.0647 <^2,22 = 1.0 -0.0494 0.1526 
入2,93 = 0.6 0.0260 0.0631 
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Table 2.5: Bayesian estimates of structural equation model with mixed continuous and 
binomial variables with Type III prior inputs based on 100 replications with respect to 
Individual-level parameters. 
Individual-level 1, g = l ,…，1 5 0 Individual-level 2, …，230 
Par Bias RMS Par Bias RMS 
a i g i = 0 . 5 - 0 . 0 0 3 6 0 . 0 2 1 8 a i g i = 0 . 5 0 . 0 0 3 1 0 . 0 2 0 6 
a 1,2 = 0.5 0.0022 0.0207 aig2 = 0.5 -0.0025 0.0198 
a 1,3 = 0.5 0.0041 0.0197 01,3 = 0.5 -0.0038 0.0213 
aig4 = 0.5 -0.0041 0.0228 aig4 = 0.5 0.0036 .. 0.0197 
aig5 = 0.5 0.0030 0.0186 aigg = 0.5 -0.0025 0.0213 
aig6 = 0.5 -0.0035 0.0211 aige = 0.5 0.0034 0.0211 
aigr = 0.5 0.0025 0.0208 a ” 7 = 0.5 0.0028 0.0197 
aigs = 0.5 0.0033 0.0199 aigg = 0.5 -0.0021 0.0212 
ai^g = 0.5 -0.0027 0.0213 a 199 = 0.5 -0.0032 0.0195 
big = 0.5 0.0013 0.0277 big = 0.5 0.0048 0.0357 
Aig,2i = 1.2 0.0019 0.0212 Aig,2i = 0.6 -0.0009 0.0271 
Aig,3i = 1.2 0.0010 0.0233 Aig,3i = 0.6 0.0053 0.0274 
Aig,52 = 1.2 0.0014 0.0320 Aig,52 = 0.6 0.0103 0.0345 
Aig,6'2 = 1.2 -0.0003 0.0268 Aig,62 = 0.6 0.0085 0.0316 
Aig,83 = 1.2 -0.0014 0.0735 Aig.sa = 0.6 0.0166 0.0673 
Aig,93 = 1 .2 0 . 0 0 5 7 0 . 0 7 1 2 Aig.ga = 0 . 6 0 . 0 1 6 5 0 . 0 7 6 3 
71 = 0.6 -0.0003 0.0397 7isi = 0.5 0.0123 0.0558 
7ig2 = -0.6 0.0003 0.0439 7132 = -0.5 -0.0134 0.0684 
7ig3 = 0.6 0.0112 0.0455 7is3 = 0.5 0.0213 0.0674 
tPigi = 0.36 . 0.0011 0.0227 Vigi = 0.36 0.0033 0.0244 
xhg2 = 0.36 0.0024 0.0208 Vis2 = 0.36 0.0062 0.0313 
Vigs = 0.36 0.0059 0.0219 ihn3 = 0.36 0.0032 0.0232 
ijjig 八=0.36 0,0019 0.0219 t p i g � = 0.36 -0.0014 0.0237 
•0ig5 = 0.36 0.0035 0.0230 i p i g � = 0.36 0.0101 0.0346 
i/^ ige = 0.36 0.0021 0.0245 rhgd = 0.36 -0.0027 0.0199 
xPsiy = 0.36 -0.0048 0.0297 ipsig = 0.36 -0.0131 0.0481 
•？!>19,11 = 1 0 -0.0042 0.0534 4>ig�ii = 1 0 -0.0173 0.0781 
<？!>ig,i2 = 0.5 -0.0006 0.0433 4>\g,i2 = 0.5 -0.0093 0.0644 
</>ig,22 = 1.0 -0.0059 0.0984 <hg’22 = 1.0 -0.0221 0.1376 
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Table 2.4: Bayesian estimates of structural equation model with mixed continuous and 
binomial variables with T y p e II prior inputs based on 100 replications with respect to 
Group-level parameters. 
Group-level Group"level 
Par Bias RMS Par Bias RMS 
021 = 0.5 -0.0067 0.0281 721 = 0.4 0.0233 0.0816 
022 = 0.5 -0.0042 0.0265 722 = -0.4 -0.0111 0.0852 
a23 = 0.5 0.0046 0.0273 rhi = 0.36 0.0138 0.0519 
a24 = 0.5 0.0054 0.0283 如？ = 0.36 0.0096 . 0.0421 
(125 = 0.5 -0.0044 0.0265 i/>23 = 0.36 0.0018 0.0409 
a26 = 0 . 5 0 . 0 0 6 7 0 . 0 2 7 9 V 2 4 = 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 4 6 8 0 . 0 7 1 5 
(127 = 0.5 -0.0062 0.0283 V25 = 0.36 0.0016 0.0435 
(128 = 0.5 -0.0053 0.0261 the = 0.36 -0.0007 0.0389 
£129 = 0.5 0.0066 0.0272 rprr = 0.36 0.0516 0.0712 
b2 = 0.5 -0.0105 0.0539 rhs = 0.36 0.0088 0.0457 
入2,21 = 0.6 0.0156 0.0692 ^29 = 0.36 0.0108 0.0500 
A2,31 = 0.6 -0.0025 0.0637 如 2 = 0.36 -0.0252 0.0563 
A2,52 = 0-6 0.0312 0.0682 办2,11 = 1.0 -0.1076 0.1753 
A2,62 = 0.6 0.0403 0.0798 如,12 = 1.0 -0.0400 0.0906 
A2,83 = 0.6 0.0335 0.0734 <h�22 = 1.0 -0.0965 0.1702 
A2,93 = 0.6 0.0426 0.0732 
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Table 2.5: Bayesian estimates of structural equation model with mixed continuous and 
binomial variables with Type III prior inputs based on 100 replications with respect to 
Individual-level parameters. 
Individual-level 1, g = l , . . . , 150 Individual-level 2, g = 1 5 1 , . . . , 230 
Par Bias RMS Par Bias RMS 
Oigi = 0.5 -0.0046 0.0224 oigi = 0.5 0.0040 0.0206 
aig2 = 0.5 0.0032 0.0218 aip2 = 0.5 0.0036 0.0208 
aig3 = 0.5 -0.0037 0.0206 aigs = 0.5 -0.0033 0.0196 
aig4 = 0.5 -0.0040 0.0198 a^gi = 0.5 -0.0024 . 0.0217 
aigs = 0.5 0.0028 0.0196 aigs = 0.5 0.0035 0.0203 
aig6 = 0.5 0.0033 0.0201 aige = 0.5 -0.0045 0.0191 
axg7 = 0.5 -0.0042 0.0229 axgj = 0.5 0.0037 0.0211 
aigs = 0.5 0.0033 0.0196 aigs = 0.5 -0.0031 0.0198 
ai<,9 = 0.5 -0.0038 0.0217 oigg = 0.5 0.0048 0.0194 
big = 0.5 0.0015 0.0287 big = 0.5 0.0018 0.0388 
Aig,2i = 1.2 0.0005 0.0239 Aig,2i = 0.6 -0.0027 0.0283 
Aig,3i = 1.2 0.0008 0.0252 Ajg.ai = 0.6 0.0028 0.0295 
Aig,52 = 1.2 0.0069 0.0344 Aig,52 = 0.6 0.0091 0.0369 
Ai<,,62 = 1.2 0.0032 0.0303 A13.62 = 0.6 0.0092 0.0323 
Ala,83 = 0.0230 0.0884 Ais.sa = 0.6 0.0206 0.0707 
Aig,93 = 1.2 0.0318 0.0865 Aig.ga = 0.6 0.0215 0.0795 
7 1 , 1 = 0 . 6 - 0 . 0 0 0 3 0 . 0 4 6 8 71 gi = 0 . 5 0 . 0 0 6 7 0 . 0 5 7 6 
7ig2 = -0.6 -0.0081 0.0506 7ig2 = -0.5 -0.0110 0.0725 
7 i g 3 = 0 . 6 0 . 0 1 9 3 0 . 0 4 2 4 7 i g 3 = 0 . 5 0 . 0 1 4 5 0 . 0 6 5 3 
Ihgi = 0.36 . 0.0016 0.0241 V19I = 0.36 0.0046 0.0251 
ipig2 = 0.36 0.0021 0.0230 = 0.36 0.0046 0.0329 
ing3 = 0.36 0.0062 0.0227 ipigS = 0.36 0.0041 0,0236 
i/jig4 = 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 0 2 6 0 . 0 2 3 9 \pig4 = 0 . 3 6 - 0 . 0 0 0 3 0 . 0 2 3 8 
V)ig5 = 0.36 0.0050 0.0243 V-igS = 0.36 0.0106 0.0366 
ingfi = 0.36 0.0013 0.0252 ipiga = 0.36 -0.0023 0.0213 
= 0.36 0.0051 0.0309 xjjsig = 0.36 0.0094 
<^ig.ii = 1.0 -0,0126 0.0598 0ig.ii = 1.0 -0.0235 0.0821 
(^ig,i2 = 0.5 -0.0110 0.0459 </>ig,i2 = 0.5 -0.0142 0.0637 
(f>ig^22 = 1.0 -0.0365 0.1043 (pig ,22 = 1.0 -0.0363 0.1400 
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Table 2.6: Bayesian estimates of structural equation model with mixed continuous and 
binomial variables with T y p e III prior inputs based on 100 replications with respect to 
Group-level parameters. 
Group-level Group-level 
Par Bias RMS Par Bias RMS 
a2i = 0.5 -0.0055 0.0296 721 = 0.4 0.0219 0.0848 
a22 = 0.5 0.0053 0.0279 722 = -0.4 -0.0288 0.0965 
023 = 0.5 -0.0054 0.0283 i/»2i = 0.36 0.0116 0.0502 
a24 = 0.5 -0.0046 0.0268 i/'-ia = 0.36 0.0143 . 0.0465 
a25 = 0.5 0.0052 0.0272 V23 = 0.36 0.0072 0.0431 
(126 = 0.5 -0.0051 0.0261 功24 = 0.36 0.0618 0.0892 
(127 = 0.5 -0.0050 0.0266 i/'25 = 0.36 0.0073 0.0463 
H.28 = 0.5 0.0057 0.0280 如 e = 0.36 0.0004 0.0417 
a29 = 0.5 0.0048 0.0289 ip27 = 0.36 0.0798 0.1010 
62 = 0.5 -0.0095 0.0566 ^28 = 0.36 0.0122 0.0478 
A2,21 = 0.6 0.0082 0.0696 如 9 = 0.36 0.0127 0.0524 
A2,3i = 0.6 -0.0103 0.0686 = 0.36 0.0134 0.0563 
A2,52 = 0.6 0.0382 0.0783 如,11 = 1.0 -0.1256 0.2109 
A2,62 = 0 . 6 0 . 0 4 5 1 0 . 0 9 0 4 0 2 , 1 2 = 1 .0 - 0 . 0 5 1 4 0 . 1 0 2 0 
A2,83 = 0.6 0.0490 0.0870 (^ 2,22 = 1.0 -0.1544 0.2205 
A2,93 = 0.6 0.0655 0.09918 
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Table 2.7: Summary of the DIG values in the simulation study with T y p e I, II, and III 
prior inputs of M a , M b , and M c . 
T y p e I T y p e II T y p e III 
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
M a 42306 238 42346 237 42354 238 
M b 42558 243 42622 257 42699 268 
M c 52419 386 52422 386 52430 385 
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Figure 2.1: Two chains of observation corresponding to /\ig’62’ 722’ 功28, and ips2 in 
the proposed model { M a ) generated by different initial values under Prior II. 
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Figure 2.2: GR statistics against the iterations corresponding to 仏62，722,如.9,12，"028, 
and V如 in the proposed model {MA) under Prior 11. 
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Chapter 3 
Two-level NSEM with mixed 
continuous and ordered categorical 
data 
Analysis of SEMs with ordered categorical data is not straightforward due to the nature 
of ordered categorical data. Simply treating ordered categorical data as continuous may 
produce misleading results (Olsson, 1979a,b; Lee et al., 1990b,a). Thus, some rigorous 
statistical approaches have been proposed to analyze this kind of data. T h e approach 
in relating ordered categorical data to observations that are coming from an underlying 
continuous normal distribution with a threshold specification will be discussed in this 
chapter. In the Bayesian approach, it is allowed to treat these underlying continuous 
measurements as hypothetical missing data, and to augment them with the observed data 
in the posterior analysis so as to generate a sequence of observations of the structural 
parameters, latent variables, and thresholds via the Gibbs sampler (Geman and Geman, 
1984) and the M H algorithm (Metropolis et a l , 1953; Hastings, 1970) from the posterior 
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distributions. In this and subsequent chapters, the developments are established on the 
same m o d e l framework as that in Chapter 2. A s a result, cont inuous variables are treated 
as c o m i n g f r om E F D s with a normal random c o m p o n e n t and an identity link. 
Th is chapter is organized as follows. A two-level N S E M that a c c o m m o d a t e s fixed 
covariates, and mixed continuous and ordered categorical data is established in Section 
3.1. T h e Bayesian m e t h o d for analyzing the proposed mode l is discussed in Sect ion 3.2. 
A simulation s tudy reported in Section 3.3 is used to demonstrate the per formance of the 
proposed methodologies . Some technical details are given in A p p e n d i x B . . . 
3.1 Model Description 
T h e mode l is the same as the one defined by (2 .1 ) - (2 .7 ) in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2. In 
this chapter, we propose a two-level N S E M for the p x 1 manifest r a n d o m vector Ugi = 
(xj^, z ^ J ^ , where Xgi = {xgn,..•，Xgir)'^ is a subset of observable cont inuous variables, and 
Zgi = ( z g i i , - . • , Zgis)T is the remaining subset of observable ordered categorical variables, 
where r + s = p. Let ygi = (l/giu • • • , Vgis)'^ b e a vector of the unobservable cont inuous 
variables that correspond to Zgi. A c c o r d i n g to the c o m m o n pract ice of dealing with ordered 
categorical variables in S E M s (Lee, 2007) , a probit m o d e l is used to m o d e l the observable 
ordered categorical variable Zgik with Hk categories based on an underlying cont inuous 
variable ygik with" a normal distribution and a threshold speci f ication as follows: 
Zgik = h ii agk,h < Vgik < o；的，/i+i’ for /i = 0, • • • ’ - 1, (3.1) 
where { - o o = agk,o < QJpfc,! < . . . < 0!gk,Hk-i < ocgk^Hk = � } is the set of unknown 
thresholds parameters that define categories. For simplicity, we assume the number of 
categories is the same throughout the observable ordered categorical variables Zgik, such 
that Hk = H . However , this assumption can b e easily relaxed. 
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3.2 Bayesian Analysis of the Model 
3.2.1 Posterior Analysis and Gibbs Sampler 
Let Xg i — ( x g i , •, • , XgMg), 311(5 X = ( X i , • •. ， X g ) b e a set of observed continuous vari-
ables, Zg = {Zgi,- •. ’ ZgNg) aHcl Z = ( Z j , • • • ’ Zq) b c E sct of observed ordered categorical 
variables; Y ^ = ( y " ! , . . . , YgNg)^ and Y = ( Y i , •. • , Y g ) be a set of unobservable contin-
uous variables that correspond to Z . Let a = { a i , •.. ’ a .J be a vector that contains the 
unknown threshold parameters, while the matrices of latent variables, V , f l i g , fii and 
f l2 , and the structural parameter vector 0 are the same as those given in Chapter 2. 
In the Bayesian analysis of the proposed model , we use the following non- informative 
prior distribution for ocgk', 
p{ocgk) = •p{0igk,2, • • • , 0igk,H-2) OC c, f or ^ = 1 , . . . , G , k = l , - - -
where c is a constant, and the thresholds agk’i and agk,H- i are fixed for identification pur-
pose. For the conjugate type prior distributions of the other unknown parameters, the de-
tails have been discussed in Chapter 2. In Bayesian approach, we use the idea of data aug-
mentation that the observed data { X , Z } will be augmented with the hypothetical ly miss-
ing data matrices of latent quantities { Y , V , f l i , 0 2 } . Then , a sequence of random obser-
vations will be generated f rom the joint posterior distribution p ( 0 , a , Y , V，Jli， f izlX’ Z ) 
by the Gibbs Sampler coupled with the M H algorithm. T h e implementat ion of the G ibbs 
sampler is almost the same as described in Section 2.3.1’ except that one additional c o m -
ponent in simulating p ( a , Y|0 , V , fii, $72’ X , Z ) is involved in the G i b b s sampler. T h e full 
condit ional distribution of ( a , Y ) is derived in A p p e n d i x B . l , and other full condit ional 
distributions can refer to A p p e n d i x A . l . Details of the implementat ion of the M H algo-
r ithm for ( a , Y ) are described in the A p p e n d i x B.2 , and others are similar as those given 
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in Appendix A.2. 
3.2.2 Bayesian Estimation 
Once the stationary distribution has achieved, { 0 ⑷ ， a � ’ r2(/)’ will be collected after 
a sufficiently large iterations, where 亡 = 1 ’ • . .， r . Then, the Bayesian estimates of 6, a, 
and latent variables u>2g and wi^j at b o t h levels can be obtained by the corresponding 
sample means of the generated observations as follows: 
“ 辜 � ’ & = ^ i > “ ) ， 〜 （ 3 . 2 ) 
1-1 1-1 t=i t.=i 
where 忍 and u / ! � a r e from ^ 4 ” and fij^j respectively. Besides, the consistent estimates 
of Var{d\X, Z ) and V a r ( a | X , Z ) are obtained from the sample covariance matrix and 
shown as follows: 
= ~ { y � - _ ( 纟 ) -
t=i 
一 1 T 
V ^ r i a j X , Z ) = � - a ) ( a W - a f . 
3.3 A Simulation Study 
T h e object ive of this simulation study is to investigate the empirical per formance of the 
Bayesian approach and the related algorithm, and model selection via Deviance Informa-
tion Criterion (DIG) . R a n d o m observations (ugi, i = 1 , . . . , A^ ^； ^ = 1 , . . . , G ) are generated 
from the same model setting given in Section 2.4. In this simulation study, nine manifest 
variables (p = 9) and three latent variables (gi = 92 = 3) are considered. T h e first six 
manifest variables are continuous and the last three are ordered categorical variables with 
five categories. T h e true values of parameters that correspond to the bo th levels mea-
surement and structural equations are the same as those given in the simulation study of 
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Chapter 2, except the true values of parameters 中ig = O.SGIg across the groups. For the 
ordered categorical variables, the thresholds are defined as follows: 
= a s = ( - 1 . 5 % —0.5, 0.5, 1.5*)’ s = 1’ 2’ 3， (3.3) 
where the values with asterisk are fixed for identification purpose. There are a total of 95 
unknown parameters. 
According to the results obtained from the simulation study in Chapter 2’ that both of 
the Bayesian estimates and the DIG values are not very sensitive to different prior inputs. 
Therefore, only T y p e II prior inputs given in Section 2.4 was considered to demonstrate 
the performance of the Bayesian estimation and model selection. 
Based on some pilot test runs in order to get some idea about the required for conver-
gence, we found that the algorithm converged within 10,000 iterations. To be conservative, 
we took T = 6 ,000 iterations after 15,000 burn-ins to produce the Bayesian estimates in 
each replication. The bias of the estimation (Bias), and the root mean squares ( R M S ) 
between the true values and the corresponding parameter estimates obtained from 100 
replications are presented in Tables 3.1-3.2. Prom the table, we observe that most of 
the Bias and R M S values of the parameters are reasonably small, say less than 0.01 and 
0.1 respectively, which indicating that the proposed model and Bayesian method perform 
satisfactorily with the given prior inputs. 
T o assess the performance of DIG in Bayesian model selection, we compare the above 
true model Ma with the following two models: 
Mb: a two-level N S E M with the same model setting as Ma, but without interaction term 
X � 2 ) of latent variables in the individual-level structural equation. 
M c - A single-level N S E M with the same measurement and strucutral equations as those 
given in the individual-level equations of Ma-
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Based on the result of 100 replications, the DIG values correctly select the true model 
by 100 times, and the means and standard deviations of DIG values corresponding to Ma, 
MB, and Mc are equal to D I C ^ = 37240 (SD^ = 237), DICb = 37701 ( S D s = 254), 
and D I C c = 49023 (SDc = 437), respectively. We find that DICU is less than DICb and 
D I C c , which means M a fits the data better than M b and M c do. As a result, the true 
model Ma is selected. 
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Table 3.1: Bayesian estimates of structural equation mode l with mixed continuous and 
ordered categorical variables based on 100 replications with respect to Individual-level 
parameters. 
Individual-level 1, g = l , . . . , 150 Individual-level 2’ g=151,…，230 
Par Bias RMS Par Bias RMS 
aigi = 0.5 -0.0016 0.0213 aigi = 0.5 0.0006 0.0171 
aig2 = 0.5 0.0027 0.0218 ai^a = 0.5 0.0033 0.0239 
aig3 = 0.5 -0.0021 0.0212 aigs = 0.5 0.0038 0.0245 
aig4 = 0.5 0.0032 0.0236 oig4 = 0.5 -0.0041 0.0250 
aigs = 0.5 -0.0020 0.0277 01^5 = 0.5 0.0023 0.0207 
aig6 = 0.5 0.0028 0.0256 riige = 0.5 0.0047 0.0264 
aig7 = 0.5 0.0018 0.0201 aig7 = 0.5 0.0026 0.0297 
aig8 = 0.5 -0.0023 0.0268 aigg = 0.5 0.0030 0.0256 
o i g 9 = 0 . 5 0 . 0 0 3 7 0 . 0 2 7 9 a i g g = 0 . 5 - 0 . 0 0 2 1 0 . 0 2 2 1 
619 = 0.5 -0.0024 0.0289 61, = 0.5 0.0006 0.0368 
Ai« ,21 = 1 .2 - 0 . 0 0 2 4 0 . 0 2 8 4 A j ^ / i i = 0 . 6 0 . 0 0 3 5 0 . 0 2 6 9 
Ai j , , 3 i = 1 . 2 - 0 . 0 0 3 9 0 . 0 2 6 0 A19.31 = 0 . 6 0 . 0 0 5 3 0 . 0 2 4 3 
Aig,52 = 1.2 0.0018 0.0354 Aj^.s-i = 0.6 0.0071 0.0300 
Aig,62 = 1.2 0.0003 0.0382 Aig.62 = 0.6 0.0102 0.0332 
Alp ,83 = 1 . 2 0 . 0 0 1 6 0 . 0 4 6 9 Aig .ga = 0 . 6 0 . 0 0 7 0 0 . 0 3 9 4 
A i g , 9 3 = 1 . 2 0 . 0 0 1 3 0 . 0 4 6 6 Aig .ga = 0 . 6 0 . 0 1 3 6 0 . 0 4 8 5 
71 = 0 . 6 - 0 . 0 0 1 9 0 . 0 3 9 4 7 i g i = 0 . 5 0 . 0 0 8 5 0 . 0 5 0 3 
-yiga = -0.6 -0.0023 0.0467 71»2 = -0.5 -0.0094 0.0579 
71.93 = 0.6 0.0068 0.0401 71.93 = 0.5 0.0168 0.0539 
7/>igi = 0.36 0.0010 0.0164 ipigi = 0.36 0.0001 0.0185 
ijjig2 = 0.36 0.0019 0.0192 •<hg2 = 0.36 0.0057 0.0268 
ihg3 = 0.36 0.0027 0.0171 ipigs = 0.36 -0.0014 0.0194 
= 0.36 0.0005 0.0257 Vig4 = 0.36 0.0073 0.0260 
ijign = 0.36 0.0015 0.0194 VigS = 0.36 0.0149 0.0368 
iPigd = 0.36 -0.0044 0.0237 Vise = 0.36 0.0005 0.0212 
ijjsig = 0.36 -0.0032 0.0315 如 ig = 0.36 -0.0203 0.0430 
</>i9,u = 1 0 -0.0001 0,0625 4>ig’u = 1 0 -0.0133 0.0744 
= 0.5 -0.0047 0.0381 <^ig.i2 = 0.5 -0.0144 0.0550 
<?!>i.9,2‘2 = 1 0 -0.0072 0.0749 (hg�22 = 1.0 -0.0245 0.0907 
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Table 3.2: Bayesian estimates of structural equation model with mixed continuous and 
ordered categorical variables based on 100 replications with respect to Group-level param-
eters and Thresholds. 
Group-level Group-level 
Par Bias RMS Par Bias RMS 
(121 = 0.5 -0.0061 0.0328 721 = 0.4 0.0250 0.0856 
(122 = 0.5 0.0013 0.0312 722 = -0.4 -0.0148 0.0790 
a23 = 0.5 0.0017 0.0332 ^21 = 0.36 0.0236 0.0605 
024 = 0.5 -0.0021 0.0356 ^22 = 0.36 0.0046 0.0381 
025 = 0.5 0.0023 0.0389 i/>23 = 0.36 0.0006' 0.0424 
a26 = 0.5 -0.0024 0.0364 024 = 0.36 0.0395 0.0682 
027 = 0.5 -0.0023 0.0351 V26 = 0.36 0.0053 0.0397 
a28 = 0.5 0.0021 0.0313 如6 = 0.36 0.0001 0.0375 
a29 = 0.5 0.0019 0.0307 如 7 = 0.36 0.0415 0.0670 
b2 = 0.5 -0.0038 0.0576 xhs = 0.36 0.0057 0.0395 
As,21 = 0.6 -0.0001 0.0671 xhs = 0.36 0.0027 0.0428 
A2,3i = 0.6 0.0193 0.0715 i/)<52 = 0.36 -0.0255 0.0522 
A2,52 = 0.6 0.0266 0.0592 <^ 2,11 = 1.0 -0.0631 0.1704 
A2,(i2 = 0.6 0.0291 0.0774 如,12 = 0.3 -0.0169 0.0884 
A2,83 = 0.6 0.0262 0.0683 02,22 = 1.0 -0.0805 0.1700 
A2,93 = 0 . 6 0 . 0 4 3 4 0 . 0 7 4 0 
Thresholds 
a72 = -0.5 0.0027 0.0351 ass = 0.5 0.0026 0.0334 
073 = 0.5 0.0048 0.0339 092 = -0.5 -0.0052 0.0351 
£»82 = -0.5 0.0053 0.0338 aga = 0.5 -0.0023 0.0313 
Chapter 4 
Two-level NSEM with mixed 
continuous, count and binomial 
data 
Due to the advantages of utilizing different link functions corresponding to different re-
sponse variables in EFDs and motivated by the fact that there is an increasing trend of 
using different scales of data in various areas of studies, the applicability of SEMs becomes 
more wide not only to continuous response variables, but also to count and binomial re-
sponse variables and others. For instance, in the study of consumer service, we treat 
the efficiency of companies ' service or the satisfaction of customers on products as latent 
variables, which can be measured by the observed count variables such as the number of 
complaints obtained from customers or the number of nonconformities found in each prod-
uct; or in the study of adolescents' perception of personal control, the deviant behavior 
of adolescent can be measured by the observed count variables such as the frequency of 
adolescents exposing to different kinds of delinquent acts; or to evaluate the effectiveness 
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of a new medical treatment in curing an infection by the observed binomial variables such 
as the number of successes out of the total number of experiments. Subsequently, the 
generalization of the distribution of response variables from normal to exponential family 
is taken into account to cope with these non-normal and complex data structures. 
This chapter is organized as follows. A two-level NSEM that accommodates fixed 
covariates, and mixed continuous, count and binomial data is established in Section 4.1. 
T h e Bayesian method for analyzing the proposed model is presented in 4.2, A simulation 
study reported in Section 4.3 is used to demonstrate the performance of the proposed 
methodologies. 
4.1 Model Description 
T he aim of this section is to describe a two-level NSEM with fixed covariates where count 
and binomial variables are incorporated in the proposed model on the basis of EFDs. 
Basically, the model setting in this chaptcr is tho same as the one defined by (2.1)-(2.7) 
in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2. Suppose that we have a p x 1 manifest random vector 
Ug^  = i x ^ g i , x g ] \ x g y , where Xgi = ( Z g t i ’ . . . ,工 gifc 厂 is a subset of observable continuous 
variables, x*^ = ( x ^ p . •. ’ 工 工 i s a subset of observable binomial variables, and Xgi = 
(xgii,-..，Xgis)^ is the remaining subset of observable count variables, where /c + r + s = p. 
In the framework of EFDs, a link function g^ plays a deterministic role in the generalization 
of Ugi from normal to exponential distribution, which is different for different types of 
variables. Specifically, a continuous variable has a Normal distribution with the identity 
link which is given as follows: 
QkifJ'gik) = ^gik = Vgk + Vgik- (4.1) 
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For a binomial variable which is supposed as a Binomial distribution B{n,pgik), the link 
function is defined to be logit: 
Qkit^gik) = ^gik = logit(p^ifc) = log ^化=Vgk + Vgik. (4.2) 
丄 一 Pgik 
Similarly, the log link is employed by a count variable with a Poisson distribution Pois(Agifc) 
and is given as follows: 
Qkif^gik) = ^gik = log(\ifc) = Vgk + Vgik. (4.3) 
4.2 Bayesian Estimation 
The strategy of data augmentation described in Chapter 2 will be used in the Bayesian esti-
mation for the current two-level NSEM. Let U^ = (upi, • •. ’ Ug^g) and U = ( U i , . . . , U g ) 
be a set of the observed continuous, count and binomial variables, and V = ( v i ， … , v g ) , 
Uig 二（Wi5i ’ . . . f i i = (1^11,... , f l i c ) aiid ft^ = {<^21^ . . ’t«^2G) bc the matrices 
of latent variables at the individual and group levels, and d be the structural parameter 
vector that contains all the unknown parameters in Ai^ , Ai^, A J ^ , 屯 I l i g , Fi^, ^ i g , 
^igS, A2, A2, A2 , n 2 , [ 2 ’ $ 2 and 屯2(5. The main objective is to obtain the Bayesian 
estimate of 6 with the given observed data U . The observed data U are augmented with 
the latent quantities { V , 0 1 , 0 2 } - Subsequently, a sequence of random observations are 
generated from the joint posterior distribution V , fX], and V , Q i , 172, and 
e are iteratively generated from their corresponding full conditional distributions in the 
Gibbs sampler (Gemand and Geman, 1984). The conditional distributions of the compo-
nents in [0|V, $71,^2, U] as well as other conditional distributions required in the Gibbs 
sampler are the same as those given in Appendix A . l ; and the M H algorithm is used for 
the non-standard conditional distributions corresponding to the components in dig, f i i 
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and are presented in Appendix A.2. As a result, the Bayesian estimate of 6 can be 
obtained from the sample mean of the generated observations that are simulated from the 
desired posterior distribution. 
4.3 A Simulation Study 
A simulation study is presented to investigate the empirical performance of the Bayesian 
approach in analyzing a two-level NSEM with mixed continuous, binomial and count data 
as well as model selection via DIG. In a similar way to the previous chapters, random 
observations Ugi = {ugn, • • • , UgipY are generated. The first three manifest variables 
{k = 1, 2, 3) are simulated from a multivariate normal distribution. For the next three 
manifest variables (k = 4’ 5’ 6), they follow binomial distribution, B(5,pgik), that is Ugik oc 
- 51og(l + e � ” ] w i t h b (办灿 ) = l o g ( l + e 〜 ” ， 灿 = l o g [ y ^ ] , and V气计= 
1.0 is treated as a fixed parameter. The last three manifest variables {k = 7 ,8 ,9 ) are 
count data and they follow poisson distribution, Pois{Xgik), that is Ugik oc exp[ugik'dgik -
bi'dgik)] with b{i^gik) = e'^sik,〜认=\og{Xgik), and \hgk = 1-0 is also treated as a fixed 
parameter. There are a total of 83 unknown parameters. The true values of parameters 
that correspond to the both levels of measurement and structural equations are the same 
as those given in the simulation study of Chapter 2. Both of the Bayesian estimates and 
model selection are based on Type II prior inputs will be discussed here only due to the 
minor effects of different prior inputs on estimation and model selection that have been 
shown in Chapter 2. 
Based on some pilot test runs in order to get some idea about the required burn-in 
iterations for convergence, we found that the algorithm converged within 5,000 iterations. 
To be conservative, we took T = 6 ,000 iterations after 15,000 burn-ins to produce the 
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Bayesian estimates in each replication. The bias of the estimation (Bias), and the root 
mean squares (RMS) between the true values and the corresponding parameter estimates 
obtained from 100 replications are presented in Tables 4.1-4.2. Prom the table, we observe 
that most of the Bias and R M S values of the parameters are reasonably small, say less 
than 0.01 and 0.1 respectively, indicating that the proposed model and Bayesian method 
perform satisfactorily with the given prior inputs. 
The performance of DIG in Bayesian model selection is assessed as follows. We compare 
the above true model MA with the following two models: 
MB: a two-level NSEM with the same model setting as M儿 but without interaction term 
( 6 X ^2) of latent variables in the individual-level structural equation. 
Mc: A single-level NSEM with the same measurement and strucutral equations as those 
given in the individual-level equations of M小 
Based on the result of 100 replications, the DIG values correctly select the true model 
by 96 times, and the means and standard deviations of DIG values corresponding to MA, 
MB, and M c are equal to DICU = 47323 (SD^ = 732)，DICs = 47548 ( S D s = 748), and 
D I C c = 58097 ( S D c = 1774), respectively. We find that D I C ^ is less than D I C s and 
D I C c - According to the criterion for interpreting the DIG values, MA fits the data better 
than MB and M � , As a result, the true model MA is selected. 
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Table 4.1: Bayesian estimates of structural equation model with mixed continuous, bino-
mial and count variables based on 100 replications with respect to Individual-level param-
eters. 
Individual-level 1, g = l , . . . , 150 Individual-level 2, g = 1 5 1 , . . . , 230 
Par Bias RMS Par Bias RMS 
aigi = 0.5 0.0043 0.0254 aigi = 0.5 0.0021 0.0197 
aig2 = 0.5 0.0027 0.0218 aig2 = 0.5 0.0033 0.0239 
aigi = 0.5 -0.0021 0.0212 aigs = 0.5 0.0038 0.0245 
aig4 = 0.5 0.0032 0.0236 oig4 = 0.5 -0.0041 0.0250 
aig5 = 0.5 -0.0020 0.0277 aigs = 0.5 0.0023' 0.0207 
oig6 = 0.5 0.0028 0.0256 aigc = 0.5 0.0047 0.0264 
aig7 = 0.5 0.0018 0.0201 aigy = 0.5 0.0026 0.0297 
oig8 = 0.5 -0.0023 0.0268 cigg = 0.5 0.0030 0.0256 
oig9 = 0.5 0.0037 0.0279 aigg = 0.5 -0.0021 0.0221 
big = 0.5 -0.0061 0.0338 big = 0.5 0.0056 0.0356 
Aig,2i = 1.2 0.0005 0.0266 Aig,2i = 0.6 0.0043 0.0284 
Aig,3i = 1.2 0.0008 0.0279 Aig,3i = 0.6 0.0064 0.0289 
Aig,5a = 1.2 -0.0004 0.0731 Aig.sa = 0.6 0.0245 0.0682 
Aig,62 = 1-2 0.0088 0.0693 Aig.62 = 0.6 0.0181 0.0647 
A i g , 8 3 = 1 - 2 0 . 0 0 1 1 0 . 0 3 3 9 入 i s , 8 3 = 0 . 6 0 . 0 0 6 7 0 . 0 2 9 3 
Aiy ,93 = 1 .2 0 . 0 0 1 6 0 . 0 3 4 3 A i g . 9 3 = 0 . 6 0 . 0 0 5 6 0 . 0 3 2 6 
-yiyi = 0.6 -0.0009 0.0512 7191 = 0.5 0.0220 0.0777 
71 g2 = -0.6 0.0080 0.0464 7is2 = -0.5 -0.0049 0.0683 
71 g3 = 0.6 0.0064 0.0456 7133 = 0.5 0.0285 0.0672 
iPigi = 0.36 0.0066 0.0209 i/'igi = 0.36 0.0003 0.0197 
= 0.36 0.0018 0.0173 i/'ia2 = 0.36 0.0044 0,0328 
i/>ig3 = 0.36 0.0022 0.0283 VigS = 0.36 0.0005 0.0228 
^Siy = 0.36 -0.0136 0.0356 Viig = 0.36 -0.0200 0.0565 
(fiigji = 1.0 -0.0062 0.0943 <^ig,n = 1.0 -0.0055 0.1129 
(^19.12 = 0.5 -0.0072 0.0465 <^19,12 = 0.5 -0.0135 0.0617 
01a,22 = 1.0 -0.0052 0.0662 4ng�22 = 1.0 -0.0017 0.0849 
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Table 4.2: Bayesian estimates of structural equation model with mixed continuous, bino-
mial and count variables based on 100 replications with respect to Group-level parameters. 
Group-level Group-level 
Par Bias RMS Par Bias RMS 
021 = 0 . 5 - 0 . 0 0 1 4 0 . 0 3 0 5 7 2 1 = 0 . 4 0 . 0 2 5 4 0 . 0 9 3 9 
022 = 0 . 5 0 . 0 0 1 3 0 . 0 3 1 2 7 2 2 = - 0 . 4 - 0 . 0 1 6 2 0 . 0 9 0 2 
(123 = 0 . 5 0 . 0 0 1 7 0 . 0 3 3 2 i/'2i = 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 2 3 2 0 . 0 5 8 0 
a24 = 0 . 5 - 0 . 0 0 2 1 0 . 0 3 5 6 ?/'22 = 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 1 1 7 0 . 0 3 6 0 
(125 = 0 . 5 0 . 0 0 2 3 0 . 0 3 8 9 i/>23 = 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 0 4 5 0 . 0 4 0 0 
(126 = 0,5 -0.0024 0.0364 如々 = 0 . 3 6 0.0454 0.0702 
027 = 0 . 5 - 0 . 0 0 2 3 0 . 0 3 5 1 i/'25 = 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 0 9 8 0 . 0 5 2 2 
028 = 0 . 5 0 . 0 0 2 1 0 . 0 3 1 3 i/)26 = 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 0 0 5 0 . 0 4 8 9 
029 = 0 . 5 0 . 0 0 1 9 0 . 0 3 0 7 i/>27 = 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 5 5 6 0 . 0 8 9 6 
62 = 0 . 5 0 . 0 0 2 4 0 . 0 3 2 2 r/>28 = 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 0 0 3 0 . 0 4 1 4 
A2,21 = 0.6 0.0162 0.0640 V29 = 0.36 0.0050 0.0413 
A2.31 = 0 . 6 0 . 0 0 6 8 0 . 0 6 4 9 V42 = 0 . 3 6 - 0 . 0 2 0 3 0 . 0 5 4 1 
A 2 . 5 2 = 0 . 6 0 . 0 2 7 7 0 . 0 8 2 5 (^2,11 = 1 . 0 - 0 . 0 9 9 6 0 . 1 7 4 7 
入 2 , 6 2 = 0 . 6 0 . 0 3 7 0 0 . 0 9 3 6 如 , i 2 = 0 . 3 - 0 . 0 1 4 6 0 . 0 9 2 2 
A2,83 = 0 . 6 0 . 0 5 3 2 0 . 0 9 0 9 <h’22 = 1 . 0 - 0 . 1 0 1 6 0 . 1 8 5 1 
A2,93 = 0 . 6 0 . 0 3 6 8 0 . 0 7 9 8 
Chapter 5 
Two-level NSEM with mixed 
continuous and unordered 
categorical data 
Analysis of categorical data has received a great deal of attention as they are often encoun-
tered in social and biomedical studies. There are two kinds of categorical data, including 
ordered and unordered categorical data. Ordered categorical data have an ordered struc-
ture, such as in the assessment of patient condition, the patients are assigned to categories 
like ' good ' , 'fair', 'serious', and 'critical'. On the contrary, unordered categorical data do 
not have an ordered structure, for example, the individual's choice of travel mode is taken 
into account in a study of travel demand in different airlines. Therefore, the statistical 
analysis of these two kinds of categorical data is definitely different from each other, as 
ordered categorical data depend on ordering, whilst unordered categorical data does not. 
As a result, they should be analyzed by different approaches. For ordered categorical data, 
one of the most c o m m o n approaches is to relate them with the observations that are com-
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ing from an underlying continuous normal distribution with a threshold specification that 
has been discussed in Chapter 3. For unordered categorical data, the multinomial probit 
model introduced by Aitchison and Bennett (Aitchison and Bennett, 1970) is proposed in 
the very beginning. B y following this approach, a multinomial variable is commonly mod-
eled in terms of an unobserved multivariate normal random vector (Song et al., 2007b). 
However, this chapter focuses on the multinomial logit model which is an alternative 
approach to model unordered categorical data (Agresti and Wiley, 1990). 
This chapter is organized as follows. A comprehensive framework for analyzing a two-
level NSEM with mixed continuous and unordered categorical data is established in Section 
5.1. The Bayesian method for analyzing the proposed model is presented in Section 5.2. 
Results of a simulation study on the Bayesian estimates and model selection are reported 
in Section 5.3. Some technical details are given in Appendix C. 
5.1 Basic Model Description 
In this chapter, unordered categorical variables are taken into account in the current two-
level NSEM. For simplicity, we exclude the effects of fixed covariates on the observed 
variables in this proposed model , and those can be easily incorporated at bo th levels if 
necessary. Basically, the model setting is similar to those described in Section 2.1. More 
specifically, both levels of measurement equation will be described explicitly in this section. 
Whilst , both levels of structural equation remain the same as those defined by (2.4) and 
(2.5) in Chapter 2 except the exclusion of fixed covariates in the current proposed model . 
Suppose we have a p x 1 manifest random vector y j j ^ which denotes obser-
vations in the ^th group for the zth individual, where Xg! = [ x g n , - . • ,Xg i rY is a subset 
of observable continuous variables, and y^j = ( y ^ i i , . , . , ygis)^ is the remaining subset of 
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observable unordered categorical variables, where r + s = p. T h e structures of b o t h levels 
of measurement equation for continuous and unordered categorical variables are different 
f rom each other. For a continuous variable Xgik in Xgi, its measurement equation has the 
fol lowing structure: 
Xgi = Vg + Vgi, g = l,--- i = l , … 為 ， ( 5 . 1 ) 
with 
ygi = AigWigi + eigi, (5 .2) 
Vg = A2a>2g + e2g, (5.3) 
where v"., = [vg i i , . • • ， i s a r x 1 latent r a n d o m vector that varies on ly at the individ-
ual level, while Vg = (vgi , •. •，Vyrf^ is a r x 1 latent r a n d o m vector that varies only at the 
group level, A i " (r x qi) and A2 (r x 92) are matrices of factor loadings, ojigi (qi x 1) and 
Lj2g (<72 X 1) are r a n d o m vectors of latent variables, and b o t h tigi and e2g are r x 1 r a n d o m 
vectors of error measurements with distr ibution iV[0’ 中 i g j and 中2]，respectively. It 
is assumed that and 屯2 are diagonal and they are respectively independent of u^ig 
and 0；2. O n the basis of E F D s , we assume that the condit ional distr ibution of Xgi^ given 
\g and ijj\gi fol lows the exponential family of distributions with a canonical parameter 
dgik (Sarnmel, Ryan , and Legler, 1997): 
P(工,认|vp’un,i) = exp { 1 . T 袖 〜 : : ( � � + 认 , 〜 ) � , (5 .4) 
where the identity link is employed as follows: 
9k{fJ'gik)=必 gik = Vgk + Vgik, (5 .5) 
with iXgik = E{xgik\^rg,uJlgi). 
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For each unordered categorical variable ygik, it takes on one and only one of possible 
ou t comes in {1’.，• , M ^ } . For simplicity, we assume the number of categories is the same 
throughout all unordered categorical variables, such that M^ = M. In this chapter, a 
mult inomial logit mode l is used to mode l the unordered categorical variable ygik with 
M categories. Each ygik is assumed t o fol low mult inomial distr ibution with probabil it ies 
{?VA;’ i , . • • ,Pffik,M}, in other words, Pgik,m denotes the probabi l i ty that individual i f r om 
group g chooses the alternative m for each element k. Since Pgikjn 二 1, the M 
sets of parameters are not unique, which can b e solved by treating the last category of 
the unordered categorical variables as the reference category. A s a result, logit mode ls 
pair each response category with the reference category as follows. For g = 1, • • • , G , 
i = 1’...，ATp, fc = 1’ … ’ s, and m = 1，...，M - 1’ 
log ^ ^ ^ = Vgk’m + Vgik^rn, (5 .6) 
PgikM 
where 
„ _ exp(�fc’爪 + Vgik,m) . � 
E r = l exp ( ”p f c , + Vgik^r) 
Consequently , b o t h levels of measurement equat ion for unordered categorical variables 
ygifc, for /c = 1, • • • ,s and are defined as follows: 
ygi = Mg^lgi 
• ( \ 
\m-\ ® A i g i ( 5 . 8 ) 
= ： 
� 1 m - I <g> Algs^ 
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and 
V5 =八20；2 夕 + e2g 
( � , \ ( \ 
⑧八21 (5.9) 
= ： + ： , 
乂 1m一 1 <8) A2S j \ ^ 2 g s j 
where both Vgi and v^ are s ( M - 1) x 1 latent random vectors, Ai^^ (1 x qi) and A2fc 
(1 X 92) are the k-th. rows of factor loading matrices Ai^ and A2 respectively, l ^ - i is a 
( M - 1) X 1 vector of one's, and u^igi (gi x 1) and u)2g (92 x 1) are random vectors of latent 
variables. e2g is a s ( M - 1) x 1 vector of random effects. It is assumed that e2g = iV[0,中2] 
with a diagonal covariance matrix 屯2’ and uj2g is independent of €25. 
5.2 Bayesian Analysis of the Model 
5.2.1 Posterior Analysis and Gibbs Sampler 
The strategy of data augmentation is used again in the Bayesian estimation for the cur-
rent proposed model. Let V g 二 (Ugi ’ . . . ’ Ug^g) and U = ( U i , •.. , U g ) be a set of the 
observed continuous and unordered categorical variables, and let V = (vi, • • • ’ flig 
= ( w i g i , . . . rii = (rill, •.. ’ i^c；) and n2 = (0；21’ •.. ,u}2g) be the matrices of 
latent variables at the individual and group levels, and 6 be the structural parameter vec-
tor that contains all the unknown parameters in Ai^, I l ig , T i g , 屯…屯秘’八 2 , 屯 2 , 
112’ [2，屯2 and 屯25. By augmentating the observed data U with the latent quantities 
{ V , r i i , 0 2 } , a sequence of random observations are generated from the joint posterior 
distribution p(0 , V , fii, ri2|U). Sepcifically, V ’ f i i , and d are iteratively generated 
from their corresponding full conditional distributions in the Gibbs sampler (Gemand and 
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Geman, 1984), the simulating algorithm implemented is the same as that given in Section 
2.3.1. 
5.2.2 Prior Distributions 
T h e full condit ional distributions of unknown parameters in 6 depend on their respective 
con jugate type prior distributions. For the parameters in individual-level models , let Big 
b e the vector of unknown parameters in A i ^ and ^ i g that are associated with measurement 
equation; b e the vector of unknown parameters in I l i g , T ig , ^ i g and that are 
associated with structural equation. Similarly, let 62 b e the vector of unknown parameters 
in A2 and 中2 that are associated with group-level measurement equation; and 62^ b e the 
vector of unknown parameters in 112, [2，中2 and 中25 that are associated with group-level 
structural equation. W e assume that the prior distributions stated above are mutual ly 
independent and fol lows p ( 0 ) = p { d i g ) p { d i g ^ ) p { e 2 ) p { d 2 u ) -
T h e con jugate prior distributions of the parameters in d\g, Oig^^, 62 and 62^ are the 
same as those given in Chapter 2. W i t h the selected prior distributions, the condit ional 
distr ibution of [rii|0, V , n 2 , U ] as well as other condit ional distributions required in the 
G i b b s sampler are derived in A p p e n d i x C . l . T h e condit ional distr ibutions corresponding 
to r i i , and the c omponents in Gig are non-standard. Hence , the M H algor i thm will 
b e used to generate observations f r om them. A s a result, the Bayesian est imate of 6 can 
be obta ined f r om the sample mean of a sufficiently large number of observations that are 
simulated f rom the desired posterior distribution. 
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5.3 A Simulation Study 
A simulation s tudy is presented to examine the empirical per formance of the Bayesian 
approach in analyzing a two-level N S E M with continuous and unordered categorical data, 
as well as mode l selection via DIG. R a n d o m observations Ugi = ( W y 山 … , f o r 
i = 1，•.. , N(j,g 二 1’ •.. , G are simulated with G = 200 and Ng = 10 according to the 
ineasureineiit equations defined in (5 .1 ) - (5 .8 ) and the structural equations defined similarly 
in (2 .4 ) - (2 .5 ) oxcopt that, tho fixed covariates aro not included. In this simulation study, 
nine manifest variables [p = 9) and three latent variables {qi 二 仍 = 3 " ) are considered. 
T h e total sample size is 2000. T h e first six manifest variables are continuous and the 
last three are unordered categorical variables with four categories. T h e true values of 
parameters that correspond to the individual-level measurement equat ion are given as 
follows: 
( \ 
1.0* 0.6 0.6 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 
A[p = 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 1.0* 0.6 0.6 0.0* 0,0* 0.0* ， (5.10) 
、0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 1.0* 0.6 0.6 > 
where the values with asterisk are fixed for identif ication purpose , and ipigi = • • • = ipigQ = 
0.36. T h e non-overlapping structure is set for clear interpretation. A c c o r d i n g to the mode l 
setting descr ibed above, the inter-relationships a m o n g latent variables 
can be mode led by the individual-level structural equation: 
Vlgi = llgl^lgil + 71926912 + 7 l g 3 � l 3 i l � l g i 2 + (5.11) 
where the true values of the parameters are 71^1 = 71 的 = 0 . 6 ’ > 2 = - 0 . 6 , t/^isg = 0.36, 
(tng,u = 0ig,22 = l-O and (hg’2i = 0.5 for all groups. 
For the group-level measurement equation, the structural of A2 is the same as A i ^ 
specif ied above with the true value of the free loading parameters is 0.5, and •021 = • • • = 
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ip2Q = 0.36, ^21 = 屯 2 8 = 中 2 9 = 0.3613, where I3 is a 3-dimensional identity matrix. 
Similarly, three latent variables {7723,^291,^292} are given so as to define the group-level 
structural equation as follows: 
mg = 72i6gi + 722632 + 如9’ (5.12) 
where the true values of the parameters are 721 = 0.5, 722 = —0.5’ ip26 = 0.36, <^ 2,11 = 
02,22 = 1.0 and 02,21 = 0.3. There are a total of 45 unknown parameters. 
According to the results obtained from the simulation study about the sensitivity 
analysis of the Bayesian estimation and model selection to prior inputs in chapter 2, the 
Bayesian results are not very sensitive to the prior inputs. Therefore, only random prior 
inputs will be considered here. The hyperparameter value of Aoi站 is taken to be 1.2 
times the true value, while A^站,Ao2fc and Aj2fc are taken to be 0.8 times the true 
values. Holy it, HJj^^j., H02/C and H ^ 矢 are the identity matrices of appropriate orders, 
aoiyk = OiQigSk = = Ol02Sk = 10, 001 !jk = p02k = 4, PoigSk = Po25k = 3, PQig = PQ2 = 3, 
and Roig = ^02 = 
Based on some pilot test runs in order to get some idea about the required burn-in 
iterations for convergence, we found that the algorithm converged within 5,000 iterations. 
To be conservative, we took T = 6,000 iterations after 15,000 burn-ins to produce the 
Bayesian estimates in each replication. The bias of the estimation (Bias), and the root 
mean squares (RMS) between the true values and the corresponding parameter estimates 
obtained from 100 replications are presented in Table 5.1. Prom the table, we observe that 
all of the Bias and RMS values of the unknown parameters are reeusonably small, say less 
than 0.1. 
To asses the performance of DIG in Bayesian model selection, the above model MA is 
compared with the following two models: 
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MB: A two-level NSEM with the same model setting as MA, but without interaction term 
X ^2) of latent variables in the individual-level structural equation. 
M c : A single-level NSEM with the same measurement and strucutral equations as those 
given in the individual-level equations of MA . 
On the basis of 100 replications, the means and standard deviations of DIG values 
corresponding to MA , MB , and M c are equal to DICU = 41301 (SD^ = 255), D I C s = 
41529 (SDb = 268), and DICc = 49772 (SDc = 503), respectively. We find that DIC^ 
is less than DICb and D I C c , which means MA fits the data better than MB and MQ 
do. As a result, the true model MA is selected. Moreover, we find that, the DIG values 
consistently select the true model in all replications under the given prior inputs. 
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Table 5.1: Bayesian estimates of structural equation model with mixed continuous and 
unordered categorical variables based on 100 replications. 
Individual-level Group-level 
Par Bias RMS Par Bias RMS 
A i g , 2 1 = 0 . 5 0 . 0 0 6 6 0 . 0 2 0 9 A 2 , 2 i = 0 . 6 - 0 . 0 0 2 6 0 . 0 7 7 6 
A i g , 3 1 = 0 . 5 0 . 0 0 3 4 0 . 0 2 0 6 A s , 3 1 = 0 . 6 0 . 0 1 2 2 0 . 0 7 5 8 
A i g , 5 2 = 0 . 5 - 0 . 0 0 4 0 0 . 0 1 8 9 A2,52 = 0 . 6 0 . 0 0 1 0 0 . 0 5 6 4 
A i g , 6 2 = 0 . 5 0 . 0 0 0 4 0 . 0 2 0 8 Aa,62 = 0 . 6 0 . 0 0 4 6 0 . 0 6 3 0 
A i g , 8 3 = 0 . 5 - 0 . 0 0 3 8 0 . 0 7 8 5 入2,83 = 0 . 6 0 . 0 0 3 3 0 . 0 7 9 7 
A i s , 9 3 = 0 . 5 0 . 0 2 0 7 0 . 0 7 4 5 9 3 = 0 . 6 0 . 0 0 7 1 . 0 . 0 7 4 1 
71.91=0.6 -0.0059 0.0509 721=0.4 0.0944 0.0742 
二-0.6 0.0113 0.0578 722 =-0.4 -0.0798 0.0930 
7 i g 3 = 0 . 6 - 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 3 7 8 t /<21=0.36 0 . 0 1 4 8 0 . 0 5 1 0 
i / > i g i = 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 0 7 9 0 . 0 3 2 3 功 22 = 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 1 0 3 0 . 0 3 8 0 
I/^i<,2=0.36 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 5 2 1/^ 23 = 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 0 3 3 0 . 0 3 6 3 
t/ .iy3=C).36 - 0 . 0 0 0 2 0 . 0 1 2 7 1 / )24=0 .36 0 . 0 1 0 2 0 . 0 4 5 8 
i / ' i g 4 = 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 0 4 5 0 . 0 2 5 9 ^ 2 5 = 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 0 7 0 0 . 0 4 1 7 
? / i i 3 5 = 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 0 3 3 0 . 0 1 4 7 •026 = 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 0 6 1 0 . 0 3 8 4 
0 . 0 0 1 6 0 . 0 1 4 9 ^ 5 2 = 0 . 3 6 - 0 . 0 1 4 5 0 . 0 5 8 0 
i / > j i g = 0 . 3 6 - 0 . 0 0 5 3 0 . 0 4 0 5 </>2,12=0.3 0 . 0 0 8 8 0 . 0 5 6 2 
</>ig,i2 二 0 . 5 - 0 . 0 0 7 9 0 . 0 3 5 2 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion and Discussion 
T he objective of this thesis is to give a complete picture to convey the usefulness of the 
general and flexible multilevel generalized latent variable models framework to cope with 
different types of hierarchical data, including continuous and discrete. Due to very lim-
ited work in the analysis of two-level NSEMs that accommodates fixed covariates and 
mixed types of data, and motivated by the fact that the applicability of SEMs becomes 
more wide not only in behavioral, psychology, and social sciences, but also in biomedical 
and environmental sciences, it is important to develop statistical methods to analyze this 
complex model. In this thesis, Bayesian methods, which coupled with M C M C techniques 
such as the Gibbs sampler (Geman and Geman, 1984) and the M H algorithm (Metropolis 
et a l , 1953; Hastings, 1970), are proposed to analyze the two-level NSEMs with mixed 
continuous and various kinds of discrete variables. Moreover, we conduct simulation stud-
ies to demonstrate the methodologies in both Bayesian estimation and model selection. 
From the simulation results, wo find that tho performance of tho Bayesian estimation is 
satisfactory with reasonably small bias and standard errors in all the proposed models 
presented in the previous chapters. W e also find that the type of data has impact on 
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the parameter estimates. Due to the nature of discrete variables, the bias and standard 
errors of the parameter estimates corresponding to discrete variables are relatively larger 
than those corresponding to continuous variables. Apart from Bayesian estimation, one 
important statistical inference is on testing of various hypotheses about the model. In 
the field of SEM, we are interested in comparing different competing models, sucli as a 
SEM with an interaction term of exogenous latent variables versus the one without the 
interaction term, a single level SEM versus a two-level SEM, and so on. In this thesis, 
the D i e is used because it can be produced by W i n B U G S directly, and it gives a clear 
conclusion to support the null hypothesis or the alternative hypothesis. The simulation 
results obtained from the previous chapters demonstrate that DIG always correctly picks 
the true model among different competing models. 
One of the limitations of this thesis is the lack of model assessment. In fact, model 
assessment is another important issues of statistical analysis. In the literature, the well-
known statistic in Bayesian methods, namely posterior predictive p-values ( P P p-values) 
(Gelman, 1996), have been applied to assess the goodness-of-fit of the model in a wide 
variety of complicated situations. However, the P P p-values use data twice, it may result 
in a misleading conclusion of showing good fit for some inappropriate models. Therefore, 
an argument that P P p-values are too conservative has arisen. In order to get rid of 
this problem, Bayarri and Berger (Bayarri and Berger, 2000) proposed a partial posterior 
predictive p-value ( P P P p-value) to overcome the problem of using the data twice. It is 
an improvement and extension of P P p-values. Therefore, applying P P P p-value to the 
model assessment of our proposed two-level NSEMs with mixed continuous and discrete 
data represents a further research interest. Another limitation is on the model assumption. 
Similar to other statistical models, the proposed models make a critical assumption that 
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the distributions of the latent variables � and the measurement errors (e and S) are nor-
mal. However, this assumption may not be valid in some practical researches. Therefore, 
it is desirable for us to develop more robust methods, such as semi-parametric Bayesian 
method, which are not dependent on the normality assumption of the latent variables 
a nd / o r residuals. It is an attractive trend to apply these robust methods to the proposed 
complex SEMs in the coming future. 
Appendix A 
Technical Details for Chapter 2 
A . l Full conditional distributions 
(a) Condit ional Distr ibution V , 1^2’U]: 
G NY 
p { n i \ e , V ’ 1^2’ U ) = n r l p (的 pil 权，vp, <^2g�ugO 
二 ( A . 1 ) 
3=1t=l 
Based on the definition of the mode l and assumptions , p{ooigi\0,yg,Lj2g,VLgi) is p r o p o r -
tional t o 
" U g i k ^ g i k - b{i3gik) _ I r . T . 
exP 也“知 1 夕。仍 
Al—1 
+ [Vigi - At^ci^, — UiyTj^gi - - At^cig, - UigTj^g, - Fi^Fil^i^i)]}. 
( A . 2 ) 
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(b) Conditional Distribution [f22|0, V , fii, U]: 
G G 
p(n2|0，V’r2 i ’U) = l[pi^2g\d,yg) OC H Pivg\d, (A.3) 
fif=l 5 = 1 
Similarly, is proportional to 
exp 一 去 { 法 少 f l 〜 + (Vp - A2b25 - 屯巧V夕—A 2 b 2 5 -八20；25) 
+ [^25 — - IhThg — r 2 F 2 ( � ) 广中功 7 7 2 5 “ 你 _ — [ 2 卩 2 ( 6 � } . 
(A.4) 
Here, the conditional distributions [ f i i j^ , V , U] and [S72|0, V , f l i , U ] are complex, 
therefore the MH algorithm is used. 
(c) Conditional Distribution [V|0, fii, U]: 
It is assumed that VgS are independent, and its conditional distribution becomes 
G 
p ( V | 0 , r i i , n 2 , U ) = (A.5) 
5 = 1 
For each group, we have 
5=1 
ocexp — 屯 + 屯 2"i)Vy 
“ Ng -
X exp y l i ' ^ i g - Aigbig i - AigUJigi) + ^(Aabzg + A 2 u ; 2 p ) } . 
i=l 
(A.6) 
Based on the equation given above, the conditional distribution of p{vg\0, fiig, u;2g, Ug) 
is normal distribution with mean /i* and variance S * , where 
_ Ng -
f4 =公g 屯 A i g b i g i - Ai3U;igi) + «^ l l (A2b23 + A2U;25) ’ 
. J (A.7) 
and = 屯 + 中 
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(d) Conditional Distribution [0|V, fii, ri2, U] : 
Under different special cases, the conditional distribution of [0|V, ^ i , U ] is dif-
ferent. For simplicity, we only consider the case that model with distinct within-groups 
parameters, that is ^ n • • • ^ 0ig in this thesis. Under the conjugate prior distributions 
that given in Section 2.3.2, it can be shown that the full conditional distributions of the 
components of dig are given by 
p{Algk\Algk,1plgk. ^Ig^ U ) 
Ugik^gik — bjdgik) 1 vr-rr-l ( k � j 
o c e x p " (A ig f c - AoigA；) A o i g f c ) , 
3=1 i=l 9 
P('01,7fc|Al<yfc’ Alyfc’ fllg, U) 
- ( ^ + a 0 1 . , f c - l ) j \Ugik^gik - b{{}gik) 1 Poigk \ 
“ � � i ^ + 似 〜 ： 知 ’ ' 一 J - ^ } ’ 
P(Algfc|Al3ifc’nig’"01gfc’U) 
oc exp ^ j i ^ � k � ; i k ( 9'k�- -{Aigk - Ao ig f c )厂H工 “A ig f c - A o i g f c ) . 
5=1 i=i g 
m -
Now, we consider the conditional distributions of Oigu；’ firstly, we assumed that ^ i g and 
(A^g, ^igrf) are independent, where A^^ = (A^； ,^ D i g , rig)"^. Based on the conjugate 
prior distribution given in Section 2.3.2, we let F^^ = • • • , where 
= ("?;,,，Fi( ‘ iW'07, ’ n i g = (77151,-•• ’ r / igyv j，and Hi^ = ( G g i , … , 。 ； ) . 
is the kth row of Then, it can be shown that the full conditional distributions 
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of the components of Oig^ are given as follows: 
= IW, JiSigSl + Ro/,), Ng + /901,], 
D N 
Pi'^igW^igk^^ig) = G a m m a ( - ^ + oiQigSk, PigSk)^ 
PiKgkl'^lgSk^^lg) = N{glgk,ipig6kGlgk), k=l,••‘ ’ g i i , ( A . l l ) 
where G t , , = (H；"/, + F I ^ F l p - ^ , g j^ , = + F l ^ l ^ , ) and (3珍= 
0Qlg5k + li^l^k^lgk _ ^l^k^lgk^lgk + ^Sgk^Olgk^Olgk)-
The conditional distributions of A2, A2 and involved in O2 are derived on the 
basis of the independent conjugate type prior distributions that given in Section 2.3.2. 
Let V = ( V I ’ " . , v g ) and is the kth row of V , G ^ = ( R - f c + g ^ = 
G2fc(Ho2iAo2)^ + 计），G2k = (H-^fc + n2niy\ g2k = Gsfc(H�—？丄；^+ ^2ygk), = 
ioJ2i,,. • ’ and p2k = P02k + U^'gk^gk - + Ao2fcHo2fc^02fc), then it can be 
shown that 
p(A2fc|A2, y<jk) = m ‘ G^)， 
|A2 ,A2 ,n2 ) = G a m m a ( - + ao2fc,/?2A：), p(A2it|A2, ^ 2 ) = iV(g2fc,G2fc). 
(A.12) 
The conditional distributions of are not discussed here as they can be obtained in 
the similar way of dig^j that given in Equations ( A . l l ) based on the conjugate prior 
distributions that given in the Section 2.3.2. 
A.2 Implementation of the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) Al-
gorithm 
The MH algorithm (Metropolis et a l , 1953; Hastings, 1970) has been widely used to 
simulate observations from a target density with the help of a proposal distribution and 
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its general procedure is implemented as follows. At the j - t h iteration of the M H algorithm 
with a current Uj, the next Uj+i is chosen by first sampling from a candidate point Y 
from a proposal distribution q{-\Uj) which is easy to sample. This candidate point Y is 
accepted if Uj+i with probability 
min ( l E ^ n s m i ] 
If the candidate point Y is rejected, then Uj+i = Uj and the chain does not move. The 
proposal distributions for generating observations from our non-standard full conditional 
distributions are presented as follows. 
(a) For the full conditional distribution of LJigi as given in (A.2)，we choose 
as the proposal distribution, where = Eig^ + A ] "中 i g A i g , and Eig^i is given by 
^ipw = , 
where A i " = <9?1(�1夕{)/(9€『汉」《1“尸0，Hi"�= I<m _ ^ i g with an identity matrix of 
order q u , 中 = diag ( R i ? 3 i i ) / V � y i ’ . . . M � i p ) H ) i m � | u ; i g = o , and a j is chosen such that 
the acceptance rate is approximately 0.25 or more (Gelman et al., 1996). 
(b) For the full conditional distribution of uj2g as given in (A.3) , similarly, we choose 
iV(,’ CT鄉）as the proposal distribution, where fij^ = + A『中 f i A 2 ’ and S2w is given 
by 
�—A河，屯2—/n20 少2一 1 + Alrl屯2—/r2A2 
where n2o = I f / 2 2 w i t h an identity matrix I 咖 of order <722’ A 2 = aF2(�23)/<9€lffl€2 =0' 
and c!\ is chosen such that the acceptance rate is approximately 0.25 or more. 
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(c) For the full conditional distribution of Aigk, xpigk and Ai^fc as given in (A.8) - (A.10) , 
we choose N{-,crlflak),斤(.’ and N{-, a\flxk) as the proposal distributions respec-
tively, where 
G NG 
= E l i ^ g ^ ) b i p b � g i M g l _ +H0-1U, (A.13) 
9=1 i=i � = 0 
G N, 
^^ifc = 1 - Ng/2 - aQigk - " K^gik)]"似 U^�机 gk) i^lglcsl + Woigk, 
9=1 t = l 
(A.14) 
G NG 
= E E 八 + Hjig,. (A.15) 
g=l i=l �fc=0 
A.3 Gelman-Rubin statistic 
Gelman (1996) argues that the best way to identify the convergence is to simulate multiple 
sequence for over-dispersed initial values. The intuition is that the behavior of all of chains 
should be basically the same, in other words, the variance within the chains should be the 
same as the variance across the chains. The Gelman-Rubin statistic based on this intuition 
is given in menu of WinBugs 14. The statistic is based on the following steps: 
(i) First, estimate the given model with a variety of different initial values and iterate 
for an n.-iteration burn-in and an n-interation monitored period. 
(ii) Consequently, take the n-monitored draws of m independently simulated sequences 
and calculate the following statistics: 
m 1 n 1 m 
B = where = e.. = - T ^ - k . (A.16) 
m - 1 n ^ m ^ 
7 = 1 1 = 1 7 = 1 
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- rn n 
\ ‘ JT=1 1=1 
where 6 is any scalar functional of interest, 9ij for i = 1, • • • , n , j = 1, • • • ’ m is the draws 
from m parallel sequences of length n, B and W are the between- and within-sequences 
variances respectively. The Gelrriaii-Rubiii statistic is defined as follows: 
yJv^r{0)/W, where V^r{e) = (1 - i ^ O + ^B. (A.18) 
Once convergence is reached, W 
and V ^ r { e ) are almost equivalent if the variation within 
the chains coincide with the variations between the chains, so R should approximately 
equal to one. Brooks and Gelman (Brooks and Gelman, 1998) emphasize that one should 
A 
be concerned not only R has converged to one but also that B and W have converged to 
stability. 
Appendix B 
Technical Details for Chapter 3 
B.l Full conditional distributions 
Conditional Distribution [a , Y|0, V ’ ^ i , X , Z]: 
G 
P(a, Y|6I, V ’ X , Z ) = n p(ag, Y,|6I, v „ Qjg, < ^ � � X ^ , Z , ) 
0=1 
c S (B.l) 
= n n Vgk, fllg, WZg, Zgk), 
9=1 k=l 
where Ygk = {ygik,.. • ’ UgNgk) and Zgk = (z^ifc,. . . ’ ^^ giVgfc). It is assumed that the ordered 
categorical data Z and the thresholds corresponding to different rows are conditionally 
independent, that is, (a^, Yfc) is independent of ( a " ’ Y / J for k _ h. Following Cowles 
(see Cowles, 1996), the joint distribution of otgk and Ygk can be constructed according to 
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the following factorization: 
=p{oCfjk\0, Vyk, 'Z'gk)p{'ygk.\oCgk, O, V ' Z"左） （B 之） 
G N, 
•9=1 i=l 
where / ^ ( y ) is an indicator function with value 1 if y G A, and 0 otherwise. 
B.2 Implementation of the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) Al-
gorithm 
Since, there is no close form of the conditional distribution for the ( a ^ , Yg^), the MH al-
gorithm is used to simulate observations from Y"fc|0’ (^29, in Equation 
(B.2). At the (m + l ) - th iteration, we generate a vector of thresholds (“工+？、. • • ， 丄 ― ！ ) 
iteratively from the following truncated normal distribution 
( V M = 斤 [ " 沈 三 之)，for = 2, • • • , //fc - 2, (B.3) 
where cJ^仏 and a (么 + � a r e the thresholds at the m-th iteration, and al^^ is an appropriate 
preassigned constant such that the acceptance rate is 0.25 or more. The acceptance 
probability f o r . ( a g i + i ) ’ Y^^+i ) ) as a new observation is m i n { l , Rg^}, where 
一 L\ 伞 - 〜 知 } - 叫 - “ 
(B.4) 
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where is the standard normal distribution. According to Cowles (see Cowles, 1996), 
Kgk only depends on the old and new values of ocgk but not on the Ygk, so it needs to 
generate a new Ygk in any interaction where the new value of ctgk is accepted. This 
new Ygk is simulated from the truncated normal distribution via the algorithm given in 
Roberts (see Roberts, 1995). 
Appendix C 
Technical Details for Chapter 5 
C.l Full conditional distributions 
(a) Conditional Distribution V , Y ] : 
W e only consider the unordered categorical variables y g � = [ygn, • • • , VgipY as manifest 
variables for deriving the conditional distributions. Each ygik is assumed to take on one and 
only one of possible outcomes in { 1 , … , M } , and will be transformed to a M x 1 vector, 
认= ( O， . . . ’ 1 ’ . . . ’ 0 ) T . For instance, when yg认=1, y^^ = ( 1 ’ . . . ’•)了； Vgtk = 2’ 
y*g 认=(0’ 1 , … ’ and ygik = M , y j 认 = ( 0 ’ . . . ’ 1) 了. As a result, the full conditional 
distribution of Jli is 
G NG 









where p{u)igi\d, 'Vg,u)2g,ygi) is proport ional t o 
• P M ， 
exp J ] ] — 
Lfc=lm=l (C .2 ) 
+ - 一 - - ^igmigi)]}, 
where 
exp(i;gfc’爪 + I’灿’ m) 
Pgikjn — M , , 、. 
Er=l exp(Vgfc,r + Vgtk/) 
At the same time, Xm and Pgik,m are sub jec ted to the constraints that Xm = 1, and 
E m = i Pgikjn = 1, respectively. . 
(b ) Condit ional Distr ibution [0|V，fii ’ ^ 2 ’ Y ] : 
W i t h the given con jugate prior distributions, it can b e shown that the full condit ional 
distribution of the c o m p o n e n t of dig is given by 
p{Algk\ftlg,lplgk,Y) 
� p A^  1 ” 1 (C .4 ) 
(xexp H i^rn HPgikjn)} - ^{^Igk — ^Qlgkf'tloigki^lgk _ Aoiflfc)}. 
L k= 1 m= 1 -
Other full condit ional distributions with respect t o 112, diguj, O2 and 02u； are similar 
to those given in A p p e n d i x A . 
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